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Foreword

This study is one in a series of World Bank Staff Working
Papers devoted to issues of development management. Prepared as
background papers for the World Development Report 1983, they
provide an in-dept:h treatment of the subjects dealt with in Part
II of the Report. The thirteen papers cover topics ranging from
comprehensive surveys of management issues in different types of
public sector institutions (for example, state-owned enterprises,
the public service, and local government agencies) to broad
overviews of such subjects as planning, management training,
technical assistance, corruption, and decentralization.

The central concern underlying these papers is the search
for greater efficiency in setting and pursuing development
goals. The papers focus on the role of the state in this process,
stress the importance of appropriate incentives, and assess the
effectiveness of alternative institutional arrangements. They
offer no general prescriptions, as the developing countries are
too diverse--politically, culturally, and in economic resources--
to allow the definition of a single strategy.

The papers draw extensively on the experiences of the
World Bank and other international agencies. They were reviewed
by a wide range of readership from developing and developed
countries inside and outside the Bank. They were edited by
Victoria Macintyre. Rhoda Blade-Charest, Banjonglak Duangrat,
Jaunianne Fawkes, and Carlina Jones prepared the manuscripts for
publication.

I hope that these studies will be useful to practitioners
and academicians of development management around the world.

Pierre Landell-Mills
Staff Director

World Development Report 1983
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SUMMARY

Whatever development model is chosen, the quality of management will

largely determine what is really achieved. This paper, based on the

experience of the ILO Management Development Programme over the last thirty

years and on that of many other organizations, reviews some important

achievements and prolblems in meeting this challenge. The discussion falls

into three parts: the first examines the origin and nature of key management

problems currently faced by the developing countries; the second reviews the

main strategies used by developing countries to improve management competence

and performance; and the third looks at some promising approaches recently

introduced by enterprises and institutions in the hope of making management

development more effective.

The Management Challenge

Since management of both private and public organizations has had a

short history in developing countries, its performance and effectiveness could

not, on the whole, reach the standards attained by most industrialized

countries. However, efforts to improve management in all sectors and at all

levels need to be considerably increased. This requirement reflects (i) the

growing international interdependence of economies and cultures, and (ii) the

magnitude of internal development problems of developing countries,

particularly in the rural and social sectors. Efforts to improve management

need strong political support.
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Strategies For Meeting The Challenge

As a rule, developing countries do not have comprehensive national

strategies for improving management standards over a distinct period of

time. However, a number of strategic choices have been made and followed by

many such countries. Eight important strategies are examined in this part of

the paper.

Role Assigned to Public Management.

In most developing countries, an important part of national

development is handled by the public sector. In these countries a need arose

to build a strong public administration of a new type, able to lead the

country's development endeavor. For various reasons, a large number of public

enterprises were established. The central problem in improving the management

of public enterprises is that the basic approach to this improvement is not

managerial and business-like, but administrative and bureaucratic. In

addition, these countries need to improve performance from within the

enterprises first of all; the inertia of public administration systems and

conservative civil service attitudes often block management improvement

efforts started by the central government.

Role Assigned to Private Management and Entrepreneurship.

The history of management is linked to the history of private

enterprise. In many developing countries, the earlier mistrust of private

enterprise is giving way to a pragmatic approach directed toward the

mobilization of private initiative, resources, and management talent for

national development. In particular, these countries need to create

favourable conditions for entrepreneurship and for establishing new indigenous

enterprises. This is a very slow process in least developed countries that
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have limited enterpreneurial tradition and experience. The role of education

and national culture in promoting entrepreneurial attitudes and behaviors

should be increased. Multinational corporations active in developing

countries contribute to the enhancement of the managerial capabilities of

these countries, but this contribution could be increased and oriented more

towards national priorities.

Interaction Between Public and Private Management

Since most developing countries have mixed economies, there is great

scope for sharing management experience and for innovation in promoting and

organizing cooperation of the two sectors. Some examples, are mixed

enterprises, joint ventures, or the contracting of various public services to

small and medium private enterprises.

Strategy for Localizing Management

This strategy is followed by all developing countries in which

foreign managers were needed after independence and in which they are still

needed owing to shortages of local high-level manpower. There are differences

between countries, as there are between corporations pursuing their specific

localization objectives. On-the-job training has been the main method of

training the new local managers replacing expatriates, but often it has not

been systematic and has suffered from excessive staff turnover, brain drain,

and management styles that hamper initiative and learning.

Transfer of Managtment Expertise from Industrialized Countries

This strategy is pursued by all developing countries, but in varying

degrees. They also differ in their choice of the source of expertise.

Considerable benefits have been drawn from transfer, but adaptation to local

culture and the development of original local techniques and systems have been

seriously neglected.
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Building of Professional Institutions and Services to Management

The institution-building strategy has supplemented and accelerated

on-the-job learning of management skills in both the public and private

sectors. The growth of national institutions has been impressive and

represents a major investment. :[n general, there is some merit in making

institutions more effective, strengthening their links with the client base,

increasing the practical usefulness of their programs, improving their

coordination, and enchancing autonomy and responsibility for results. This

effort requires a fundamental change of attitude and thinking in many

institutions, which are supposed to promote effectiveness, productivity, and

business-like behavior, but which are structured and behave like public

bureaucracies.

Priority Given to the Modern Economic Sector

Until recently, the modern economic sector attracted most of the

managerial manpower and resources allocated to management development.

Management institutions are designed, too, to serve primarily the modern

sector. This strategy is changing, but this change should be accelerated and

should include the development oE appropriate methods, as well as managers

committed to social and rural development. This task should have high

priority in the endeavor to overcome the current dichotomy of the modern and

traditional sectors.

Role of Technical Cooperation

Technical cooperation has helped to build up managerial capabilities

in developing countries. It has influenced both strategic choices and the

implementation of strategies. Lessons from technical cooperation show that it

needs to be better coordinated so that the staff development dimension of

every project can be enhanced, less costly forms of cooperation can be used,
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and better use can be made of technical cooperation among the developing

countries (TCDC).

The designers of management development strategies for future years

should take the following steps: undertake self-appraisal exercises

periodically to assess the state of management in a country; focus on priority

sectors and harmonization of sectoral efforts; use a tripartite approach based

on collaboration of government, business, and workers' and social

organizations; coordinate and rationalize institutional networks; be dynamic,

creative, and flexible in preparing managers to cope with future challenges.

Management Development: Some Promising Approaches

Many approac'hes to making management development more effective have

been tried. They need to be examined, evaluated, and disseminated more

systematically.

Interventions to Improve Management in Organizations

The ultimate goal of management development is to nudge organizations

toward their own vision of excellence. Whether an approach is promising can

be evaluated by means of a framework that links learning and behavioral change

to organizational improvement from one period to the next. The approaches

described in this section are less common than they need to be because too

little evaluation is done, and consequently too few managers are aware of the

power of management development. Several examples of superior organizations

in developing countries show that such organizations invest in their managers

through in-house and open programs. One promising approach to accelerate the

acceptance of this type of investment is top management action planning. If

used with several organizations, it can help overcome barriers that are often
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placed in the path of enterprises. Action planning approaches fail, however,

when management teams lack the enthusiasm to implement the plans they

committed themselves to and when the management institutions fail to support

the efforts long enough.

Innovations in Management Education and Training

Such innovations are urgently needed in developing countries. One

way to obtain the commitment of both the management institutions and the

enterprises is to mount long-terrm campaigns designed to achieve specific goals

in areas such as equipment maint(enance, product quality and cost, and so

forth. The problem is to reduce the cost of such interventions, spreading

their availability and improving their impact. Many new products and services

that show promise in this respect are invading the field of management

development., Modular programs, for example, promise to reduce the cost of

developing courses and campaigns designed on the basis of the best materials

that exist. These can be tailored to local conditions by producing local case

studies and other exercises and incorporating these into the modular

packages. When managers from similar organizations meet in business clinics

and compare their performance indicators, they often come up with suggestion

for improving both their own performance and that of the whole group. This

process of self-diagnosis, learning, and action planning can be brought to the

level of individual managers through self-development systems. In many

countries these have been combined with on-the-job projects in other

organizations in what is known as "action learning." Electronic aids such as

video-taped role playing and computer-based games and simulations are now

being used in developing countries, especially in the programs that

multinational firms use for their own managers. Such aids are expensive to

produce and validate, and require reliable facilities that many countries

still lack, especially in areas outside large urban centers.
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Trends in Entrepreneurship Development

Entrepreneurship is vital to economic development, but few approaches

have been shown to accelerate the development of entrepreneurs and to be cost

effective. Entrepreneurs must be taught how to organize so that their common

priority needs can be more efficiently met. In the construction sector, for

example, an increasing number of countries are trying these approaches to help

contractors. Services that help entrepreneurs to develop confidence, select

good opportunities, and then survive are by no means common. Programs that

help youth and artisans find opportunities for self-employment show some

promise.

How to Make the Effective Approaches More Common

Serious evaluation, combined with widespread dissemination of

information on successful techniques, is increasing. It appears that the best

approaches will be widely used only where the management development

professionals have the incentive to develop and apply the more powerful

techniques that are available in partnership with managers who have the

resources and the vision to strive for excellence. Management institutions

should be helped in this endeavor.



I. Introduction

Since views differ on which development model is best, countries take

different paths. They assign different roles to industrialization, domestic

savings, foreign capital, central planning, imported technololgy, land reform,

modernization of agriculture, public or private enterprise, large or small

enterprise, and so on. Despite this diversity, developing countries--as well

as agencies and business corporations acting as their foreign development

partners--agree that the quality of management largely determines what is

achieved. This unanimity is not based on any theory or ideology, but on

experience. Improperly managed, even massive injections of finance and

material resources, as well as superhuman efforts, produce only fleeting

improvements.

This observation is not new. Much has been said and written about

management in developing countries and about the management challenge they

face. Much has been dlone to increase the number of competent local managers,

to build and strengthen management institutions, to learn from countries

possessing considerable management experience, and to spread the gospel of

managerial effectiveness, productivity, and performance as widely as possible.

Yet the task is not complete. Perhaps the time has been too short

and the effort inadequate. Errors, too, have been made. Meanwhile,

requirements and conditions have evolved--the management challenge of the

1980s is not what it was thirty or even ten years ago. In 1960, for example,

no one could have imagined the impact of the international financial system on

management in developing countries in 1983. No one could have anticipated the

spectacular changes in computer and communication technology and the new

opportunities for uti:Lizing them in Third World countries.
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This paper, based on the experience of the International Labour

Organisation's (ILO) Management Development Programme over the last thirty

years, and on that of many other organizations and agencies with which this

Programme cooperates, reviews some important achievements and problems in

meeting the management challenge faced by the developing countries. It

focuses on management development and on the management of enterprises, public

and private. Since enterprises are managed in a wider context of national and

even international economics, however, the paper also touches upon certain

institutional and management issues exceeding the framework of single

enterprises.

The paper has three parts: the first briefly discusses the nature of

management problems faced by the developing countries at the present time; the

second part identifies and reviews the principal strategies used by most

developing countries to increase their managerial capabilities and to improve

the standards of management at various levels and in various sectors; the

third looks in detail at some promising approaches that have been successfully

used to train managers, increase organizational performance, and make

institutional services to management more relevant and effective.

II. The Management Challenge

Emergence of Modern Management

Management, as it is understood in industrialized economies, is a

recent phenomemon in developing countries. It emerged with the creation of

complex organizations, projects, and programs: in industrial and commercial

enterprises in the modern sector of the economy, in infrastructure development

projects, in important social programs (for example, in education or public
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health), and in government agencies whose purpose is to promote and coordinate

development.

Management in developing countries, of course, has older roots.

Indeed, a limited number of large commercial and other enterprises existed in

many regions of Africa, Asia, and Latin America during the colonial era, when

plantations, mining companies, and a few manufacturing plants were

established. Colonial administrations operated agencies for various types of

services. Such organizations needed management. Most were managed by

foreigners, however, the native population being admitted to supervisory and

lower level positions at best. These organizations constituted foreign

enclaves in traditional rural societies and their contribution to building

local management expertise and culture was negligible. Many even followed an

explicit policy of excluding the indigenous population from gaining competence

in administration and management.

As well, there were some small enterprises owned and run by

indigenous people. These engaged in trade, handicrafts, or manufacturing (for

example, textile and shoes) and used rather primitive technology. Although

they were based on, and in turn encouraged, local entrepreneurial talent, most

were operated as family businesses with rudimentary management structures and

systems.

Even the traditional societies that existed mostly as subsistence

economies--they engaged mainly in primitive farming, cattle breeding, and

hunting--had their particular social organization and social leaders who often

enjoyed rights and responsibilities over work organization and controlled the

pooling and use of productive resources, the distribution of the product of

collective activity, and the like. The salient feature of the development

path chosen after independence, however, is that it tended to implant a new



economic and social structure intended to displace or control the traditional

structures. The possibility of using traditional organizations and leaders

for new types of economic activity and social services was largely unexplored;

traditional social structures attracted anthropologists but not industrialists

and politicians.

The history of management in developing countries is therefore not

long--rarely more than twenty to thirty years old. Also, the managerial class

in these countries is young--its average age and number of years of managerial

experience are much below the levels of industrialized countries.

Is There a Management Gap?

The term "management gap" is often used to succinctly characterize

the current state of management in developing countries by comparing it to

management in industrialized couLntries. This concept covers the number,

education, practical experience, and competence of managers; the techniques

and systems used; and the performance and effectiveness achieved. In current

usage, the term implies that Third World countries, on the whole, manage less

effectively, even if they already have individuals and organizations whose

performance is high by any standard.

But are such comparison valid and useful? Is it abnormal for

developing countries to have different and lower standards of mangement and

administration? Why compare them to the industrialized world? It has taken

Europe and North America centuries to attain their present standards; and even

today their management is much under attack, from various positions and for

various reasons: for degrading the environment, for wasting scarce resources,

for dehumanizing factor work, for lacking imagination and dynamism in creating

new employment opportunities, and so on. Is it therefore an appropriate model

to follow and replicate? After all, management is a social category, a mix of
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skills, attitudes, behaviors, techniques, structures, and processes, which

never exists in a vacuum and always mirrors the material life, the production

methods, the social institutions, and the culture in any society. Flawless

management exists nowhere and it is only a dream in societies struck by

massive poverty, malnutrition, illiteracy, and other plagues of

underdevelopment.

Thus business and public management in industrialized countries does

not automatically provide models that should be followed blindly by the rest

of the world. Ideally, every country, or groups of countries, or large social

communities sharing similar problems should be able to develop and apply

management and administrative systems reflecting their particular economic and

sociocultural setting. In the contemporary world, however, no country does

this in isolation. Nobody is starting from scratch. The need to compare

management internationally, particularly in industrialized and developing

countries, and to draw from the management expertise available in other

countries, is imposed by the realities of our world.

Growing Interdependence

Management, then, is being affected by the growing interdependence of

economies and cultures: "Tightened economic linkages between nations make it

virtually impossible for any individual national government today to manage

its economy independently or to quarantine inflation ... The economic shell of

the nation-state is now increasingly permeable." 1/ In exports of

manufactured good, for example, the international market requires competitive

standards of design, quality, delivery conditions, after-sales servicing, and

price. To meet these standards countries must promote good planning,

coordination, productivity, and efficiency in the whole production and

distribution process. For the time being, poor management and low
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productivity can, in many countries, be compensated for by extremely low

wages; but for how long? Many developing countries, on the other hand, are

keen to attract more foreign private capital to finance their development

projects. But foreign investors hate to see their money mismanaged and give

priority to those developing countries--and within developing countries to

organizations and even individuals--that guarantee adequate standards of

mangement and performance.

Technology--through its massive transfer from country to country and

the unprecedented pace of technological change--has also increased managerial

interdependence. The acquisition of particular technologies dictates the

acquisition of corresponding management systems, at least their key

elements. An electric power plant or an oil refinery places certain

requirements on management that must be strictly observed. Transport,

communication, and data processing technologies have created strong

interlinkages between countries, and their future impact on both national and

international management is likely to be greater than most of us can now

imagine. It has been estimated that 90 percent of the technological

developments currently in use have taken place within the last thirty years.

No one is able to forecast, even roughly, how many of these developments will

still be in use in the year 2000, and what new technologies will be available

for large-scale practical application at prices that will make them fully

accessible to developing countries.

A Dual Economy Context

The growing interdependlence of nations affects management differently

in different countries. The open economies of rapidly industrializing

countries such as Korea, Singapore, or Brazil are directly exposed to the

influence of international business and must be fairly adaptable and
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competitive. In predominantly agricultural countries with large internal

markets and limited external economic relations, such as China, internal

demands on management improvement are more important than external

influences. Wherever these demands are low, improvements come slowly. Most

developing countries contend with both influences. India, for example, is now

a major exporter of manufactured goods, but more than 60 percent of its

population is still living below the threshold of absolute poverty. The

growing cost and scarcity of energy are also forcing developing countries to

improve their management techniques. Any vital resource that rises in price

because of growing scarcity creates new problems and places new demands on

management.

A serious problem in most developing countries is the "dual" nature

of their economies. Because of the growing interdependence of nations,

management in the modern sector and government administration is forced to

become even more similar to management in industrialized countries. At the

same time, the traditional rural and urban economy is changing very slowly and

benefits little from the growing expertise of the modern sector. The

management gap is thus also becoming an internal, national phenomenon in that

a wide gap now exists between the management of the modern sector and that of

the traditional, predominantly rural, economy. At present, the developing

countries stand with one leg in the modern economy, and in international trade

circuits and money markets, often demonstrating high competence in making

complex managerial, commercial, and financial decisions. With the other leg,

they stand in a vast traditional economy--the development of which is still

much neglected--where techniques and behavioral patterns have changed little

over centuries.
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Essence of the Management Challenge

In summary, the management challenge evolves along with the

development challenge. To appreciate its existence and magnitude means to

recognize that better management in all sectors and at all levels can

accelerate development and make sure that development projects and programs

will be designed and implemented more effectively. The improvement of

management in developing countries is a necessity. It is dictated by the

increasing interdependence of the world economy and by the internal economic

and social forces in developing countries; in particular, it is necessary to

enhance the contribution of management to developmental efforts in the

traditional sectors and to reduce their relative lag behind the modern sector.

The management challenge has both a techniical and a sociopolitical

dimension. From a strictly technical point of view, it can be described as a

set of specific objectives, targets, actions, and programs that, if

implemented, will generally raise the management standards in a country. The

sociopolitical dimension is equaLlly important. Substantial improvements in

management and administration cannot be achieved without a strong will,

commitment and direct guidance of the country's political leadership, and the

full support of all social groups interested in promoting economic growth and

social progress.

III. Strategies for Meeting the Challenge

What approaches and measures are developing countries taking to meet

this challenge? This question opens up a vast subject covering many different

actions and initiatives that have been taken and that are being started every
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day. It would be unrealistic to try to give a complete picture. We can,

however, identify some fundamental approaches that have been widely used.

Our discussion will be limited to approaches that represent basic

choices among the main alternatives available, determine the long-term

orientation of a wide range of specific activities, and imply a corresponding

resource allocation. Expressed in other terms, we are going to review

approaches that have a strategic dimension.

Particular strategies have been followed, and these are reviewed and

discussed in some detail here--but they have not always been explicitly stated

or formalized in official documents such as government policy statements or

national development plans. Also, they were not necessarily chosen at any one

time as a complete portfolio. Rather, a pragmatic, muddling-through approach

has prevailed, whereby individual countries have adopted particular approaches

step by step, as they became aware of new needs and estimated that they were

ready to act. This behavior also explains the lack of coordination among

individual strategies and even the existence of conflicting strategies in some

cases.

Certain few strategies, however, were explicitly stated and

officially promoted. In several countries, for example, the replacement of

foreign managerial manpower by local professionals is provided for in laws and

other legal texts that embody a basic strategic choice of government. The

roles of central national institutions in management and administration,

including their relations to public and private organizations, are often

defined by law or government decree. References to the development of

managerial manpower and to targets for the improvement of training and

productivity can be found in national development plans and in the resolutions

of political and technical meetings of national importance. In many
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countries, national or sectoral surveys of managerial manpower have been

carried out and various action plans based thereon.

However, the national strategy for meeting the management challenge

is not approached.holistically, as is understandable. Even those political

and business leaders who completely understand the management problems of

their countries are seldom able to make meaningful recommendations for

comprehensive national strategies. This situation reflects the complexity of

the problems, the diversity of interests at stake, the availability of

alternative approaches among which it is difficult to choose, and the lack of

agreement on how roles should be distributed within a national program. Thus,

case-by-case, step-by-step, ad hoc approaches prevail.

By and large, the following strategic choices determine how

managerial competence and effectiveness is being increased in most developing

countries:

- The role assigned to public management,

- The role assigned to private management and entrepreneurship,

- The interaction of public and private management,

- The strategy for localizing management (replacing foreign

managerial manpower by nationals),

- The transfer of management expertise from industrialized

countries,

- The building of professional institutions and services to

management,

- The priority given to the modern economic sectors,

- The role of technical cooperation.
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These strategic choices are reviewed below and their

interrelationships emphasized. The section concludes with some suggestions

for future strategy.

Role Assigned to Public Management

Public management has been assigned a prominent role by developing

countries attempting to manage and develop their economies after

independence. Since the reasons for this are well known, we need to describe

them only briefly.

First, in most developing countries, the political will to stimulate,

orient, and accelerate development has spawned new government functions and

institutions, which have been made responsible for national planning and

coordination, and for defining and putting into effect public policy in areas

such as investment, imports, exports, finance, taxation, or regional

development. This procedure departs from the traditional approach of colonial

administrations interested mainly in maintaining law and order. It has given

birth to the concept of development administration, or development management,

according to which the primary responsibility of government in a developing

country is actively to lead, stimulate, and centrally coordinate the country's

total development endeavor.

Second, the decision of governments to manage directly specific

economic activities in productive and service sectors was sometimes a

consequence of nationalizations, of the departure of foreign owners, of

decisions to put up new plants using public money, of decisions to provide new

types of public services, and of the fact that private capital and management

were often unavailable or unwilling to enter certain areas considered

important by the governments. This chain of events generated a large and
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steadily growing number of public enterprises and agencies in manufacturing,

distribution, transport, and other productive and service sectors.

These two major areas--the public management of the development

process and the management of individual public enterprises--although closely

connected, differ in several respects. As far as public management of a

country is concerned, the basic alternative is either to have and implement a

national development policy, and to orient and stimulate individual

enterprises (both private and public) toward priority goals, or to allow a

laissez-faire approach, which has both advantages as well as risks and

pitfalls. In the sphere of ent(erprise management, the basic issue is one of

public as against private management of specific organizations.

Theoretically, the choice should be guided by economic rationality and

priority given to the enterprise that best ensures acceptable service to

society for a lower price. In most countries, however, political and

ideological criteria and the distribution of power tend to influence the

decisions to nationalize and to ban the private sector from certain economic

activities.

What, then, have been the main implications of these trends for the

development of management capabilities of the Third World countries?

First, the weight of the public sector in the total volume of

management activity, hence also in efforts aimed at improving managerial

competence and effectiveness, is high in all developing countries. These

include mixed economies such as Indonesia, the Ivory Coast, or Venezuela,

which have opted for a symbiosis of public and private economy.

Second, the number one priority of all developing countries has been

to build a strong public administration of a new type, that is, one able to

manage the process of economic and social development. Among the ambitious
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programs adopted by most governments have been tasks such as establishing new

governmental institutions and planning, control, and regulatory systems, or

training public personnel for their new functions. These developments took

place as an adjustment process, not by destroying, but by restructuring,

reforming, and expanding existing public machinery, some of which was

inherited from the colonial civil service. Therefore, it was deemed necessary

to undertake a vast revision of the structures and practices that were no

longer relevant. Comprehensive administrative reforms were designed for this

purpose and were gradually implemented with greater or smaller success in most

developing countries. To comment on the results of the administrative reforms

and assess their real contribution to improving public management in

developing countries would exceed the scope of this paper, since few countries

have yet evaluated the success of these efforts. It is widely believed that

most reform programs had essentially correct objectives and were based on

solid analytical and conceptual work, but that most governments lacked energy

and resources,for bringing the reform programs to a successful end,

particularly where difficult and politically sensitive measures were involved

(as in the transfer of excess, inefficient personnel to other jobs; the

decentralization of public services; or the increase in salaries of underpaid

categories of civil servants). Many of these chronic problems in the civil

service of developing countries have still not been solved and will have to be

addressed by future programs for improving management capabilities.

Third, the linkages between public administrations and public

enterprises and the ways in which government exercises control over public

enterprises strongly influence both the management of public enterprises and

the efforts made to improve their performance. Since public enterprises

dominate the modern sector of most of these countries, the effectiveness of
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their control by government also influences the overall state of the national

economy.

It is risky to generalize about public enterprise management, since

different enterprises operate under different conditions. Public monopolies

provide a single service or product for a government-controlled price, whereas

some other enterprises compete with the private sector in domestic and

international markets. Some public concerns are well-established and have

managerial know-how and a strong tradition inherited from the private sector

(for example, some national oil and mining corporations), whereas others are

very young and inexperienced. Then, too, some enterprises were created in

response to a well-defined need, whereas others exist "by accident" (some

plants, for example, were acquired and put up without a feasibility study,

while some units were nationalized in a particular political atmosphere with

no economic or other justification for being placed in the public sector).

These different conditions must be kept in mind in examining the alternative

strategies for improving managerial competence and evaluating the results of

public enterprises. These tasks should be easier in enterprises fully exposed

to strong external economic forces, such as the market test. They may be

impossible in enterprises that may have been created in error and that could

not exist without large, permanent government subsidies.

In all public enterpris(es, however, the management standards achieved

and the approaches used to improve management performance reflect their

dependence on government administration and the ways in which the government

treats its enterprises. Almost all Third World countries regard and treat

their public enterprises not as enterprises, but as another arm of the public

service, even though many enterprises must sell their produce for competitive

prices. In other words, the adjective "public" is given more weight than the
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substantive "enterprise." As a result of that fundamental attitude, the door

has been opened to an endless range of bureaucratic interventions in the

operations of these enterprises--including interventions that create

additional costs (political appointments or measures forcing the enterprise to

employ excess manpower) and prevent the enterprise from using normal

managerial measures (such as adjusting salary structures to the labor market

situation), but that a:Lso help it to survive relatively easily despite

substandard performance. Governments are reluctant to increase the autonomy

of public enterprises, relax the very detailed controls, and require full

responsibility of management teams. All the economic and social consequences

of this bureaucratic conception of the management of public enterprises are

yet to be evaluated; however, such an evaluation is likely to show that this

conception has been responsible for considerable damage to the fragile

economies of many developing countries and for the slow development of

appropriate managerial competence within the public sector.

The approaches to management development and performance improvement

have to be seen against this complex background. The two principal approaches

being used at present are the "training approach" and the "consulting

approach." The training approach regards inadequate training as the main

cause of low performance; hence more training is given to personnel at all

levels (including those in central and local government who are involved in

controlling public enterprises). It is assumed that well-trained managers

will perform better and thus overall organizational performance will start

improving. The consulting approach, which is favored by many governments and

aid agencies, relies on experienced (sometimes even the best in the world)

consultants to diagnose the enterprise in depth. Excellent reports are

normally produced, including long lists of practical recommendations. A third
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approach is sometimes used that combines the previous two. In these cases,

the government might review an enterprise and issue instructions to its top

management, as well as various government departments concerned, about what to

change; in addition, managers are sent to courses. This third approach,

coming from the top, could be called a "ministerial approach."

The results of these approaches tend to be disappointing in that:

(1) because the managers and other employees within the organizations are not

involved, they become passive rather than motivated and responsible for the

success of a performance improvement program; and (2) training seems to have

no connection with the identification and solution of real priority problems,

and there seems to be no link between internal and external forces influencing

an organization in achieving its objectives.

The experience of a nurmber of ILO projects assisting public

enterprises confirms that the most feasible and promising current approach is

one that does not tackle all problems of a particular public enterprise (or a

group of enterprises) at once, since the task may really be too big and the

existing obstacles insurmountable. These projects have found that at least 60

percent, and in some cases more than 75 percent of problems identified by

enterprise managers have been within the latter's competence. The task is to

motivate the managers to act. Also, it appears that many external and

environmental pro4lems can be tackled more easily if an enterprise

demonstrates that it has started a performance improvement program, but cannot

continue unless its ministry changes a regulation, accelerates the approval

procedure for import licences, pays the public enterprises correctly for the

services supplied, and so on. Constructive pressure and specific proposals

coming from many enterprises will have a much greater impact than a general

suggestion coming from some high-level committee handling the same issue. If
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action from the bottom can be harmonised with action from the top at some

stage in the process, the changes of success will be greater.

Role Assigned to Private Management and Entrepreneurship

The history of management is linked to the history of the private

business corporation in Europe and North America, and more recently in

Japan. Most innovations in management techniques and systems, including those

widely used in the public sector, originated in private management. The role

of the private sector in building the managerial capabilities of developing

countries is therefore another strategic dimension and has to be seen in a

historical perspective. 2/

The initial attitudes toward private business and management

reflected the political forces let loose by the decolonization process. Many

nationalizations were judged politically necessary, while in other countries

no private enterprises, local or foreign, were interested in projects that the

governments decided to launch. In some countries the official attitude toward

the private sector was motivated by ideology: private enterprise was regarded

as unsuitable for a developing economy and the profit motive was viewed as

suspect, since it could not guarantee a growing supply of the most needed

products and services. Private management was therefore excluded from the

more important and prospective economic activities. A few governments even

preferred to tolerate a chronic shortage of consumer goods, deficient

services, and a flourishing black market rather than officially authorize and

encourage private industrial initiative.

At present, an increasingly pragmatic attitude toward private

management is evolving in the developing countries, even among regimes that

were originally hostile toward any private business, but that have been able

to learn from their own economic experience and that of their neighbors. This
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experience has shown that the development process requires a massive

mobilization of human energy, initiative, and creativity on one side, and of

material and financial resources controlled by individuals or groups of

persons on the other. More and more countries have recognized that resources

that can be mobilized through the public savings and public borrowing are

inadequate to meet the needs of the developing countries, and that private

savings and private initiative must play a growing role in the developing

world. Even developing countries that have not favored a market economy and

that have relied on central planning are concluding that many goods will never

be available on the market, many services will never be provided, and the bulk

of private savings will never be mobilized for development if indigenous

entrepreneurs are not encouraged to create new enterprises and apply personal

talent and drive to their growth.

Pragmatism avoids a priori definitions of the respective roles of the

public, private, and mixed enterprises. Instead of viewing these sectors as

antagonistic and mutually exclusive, pragmatic policymakers try to analyze

which type of enterprise is likely to manage and perform better in each case,

and they bear in mind both the criteria of economic rationality and efficiency

as well as the broad national goals and interests. Where appropriate, this

pragmatic approach encourages direct competition between public and private

enterprises in serving the same market.

Certain people play a critical role in starting new private

enterprises: the entrepreneurs. They are keen to start and succeed in

business without waiting for instructions or pushes from an administrative or

other authority. They are able to detect and evaluate opportunities and to

take advantage of them. Their characteristics include personal drive, self-

confidence, originality, task-result orientation, willingness to take
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calculated risks, and the ability to provide leadership. All these qualities

are badly needed in the developing world. Abraham Maslow, the American

psychologist, once said that if requested to help a country in distress, he

would send them neither 100 soldiers nor 100 teachers, but 100

entrepreneurs. It would be difficult to summarize the social function of

entrepreneurship in a better way. History demonstrates this function in

countries that have reached the highest levels in industrial development and

GNP per capita. Current experience is demonstrating this function in the

middle-income group of developing countries, which have been able to create

and develop many new industries using primarily their own resources, or to

combine local talent with talent and resources provided by other countries.

The traditional cultures and social structures of some developing

countries inhibit available entrepreneurial talent. Thus, the limited

opportunities that existed in the past--for example, in wholesale and retail

trade--were taken up by foreign minorities, such as the Lebanese in Western

Africa, the Indians in Eastern Africa, or the Chinese in Southeast Asia. The

shortage of indigenous entrepreneurs has historical causes. Economic

development is not possible unless that shortage can be overcome.

Almost all developing countries are now committed to promoting

entrepreneurship, although some of them assign only a restricted role to the

indigenous private sector and some others have not really started putting

their intentions into effect. Public policy and regulatory functions are

essential, as they constitute an environment that can encourage or discourage

local entrepreneurial initiative. The political situation is equally

important, as it has to create an atmosphere of stability, confidence, and

social encouragement, without which economic incentives do not work. In

several African countries, for example, private entrepreneurs live in
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uncertainty, afraid of expropriation and of excessive government control and

interference.

Debate continues on the strategies needed to directly assist and

promote the small enterprise. Some argue that if the environment is not

adverse to entrepreneurship, the small businessman "will take care of

himself," as has has been the cease in Singapore and South Korea, where

entrepreneurial initiative has helped to accelerate industrialization. The

elaborate systems used in some countries--whereby small businessmen are

sought, identified, trained, helped to launch a business, and then "nursed" by

a government agency--are more and more considered to be too cumbersome and not

very successful. Some interesting experiences are discussed in Part III of

the paper.

Thus far, no satisfying solutions have been found for least developed

countries with no entrepreneurial tradition and limited sources of indigenous

entrepreneurial talent. The lack of entrepreneurial tradition and experience

is reflected in local culture: entrepreneurship may be less respectable than

other careers and the development of entrepreneurial attitudes and behaviors

is not sufficiently encouraged by the social environment, whether it be the

family, school, or community. Young people have little opportunity to acquire

entrepreneurial skills under these circumstances.

Education at home and at school can play a critical role in creating

a value system that encourages entrepreneurship, initiative, and creativity.

This has been the case in some countries with an impressive record of

achievement in industrial and business development. But even the United

States--where economic wealth has been built on private entrepreneurship par

excellence--is witnessing an erosion of values favoring entrepreneurship and

business initiative. The National Business Education Association recently
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recommended that basic business education should be revitalized at all

instructional levels. 3/ Above all, it argued, the American school system can

and should be more effective in preparing youth for future business activity.

Although a least developed country could not copy this example, it

can seek inspiration in it. The general and technical education and the

vocational training systems in developing countries can help tremendously in

molding positive attitudes toward entrepreneurship and in providing young

people with an elementary knowledge of economics and a range of basic

numerical, organizational, commercial, and other skills needed in business.

This is a most neglected area, one to which future strategies should pay

particular attention and in which action is overdue.

As for the medium-size and larger local private enterprises in

developing countries, their role in building national managerial capabilities

has increased considerably over the last decade in the middle-income

countries, which have adopted an accelerated industrialization strategy and

opted for a mixed economy. This role has been more limited in the least

developed countries, but even there, some indigenous private enterprises have

grown rapidly and have made a concerted effort to install an appropriate

management system and train their personnel.

The pressure of the market and the will to be competitive have

clearly influenced the drive for managerial effectiveness among companies.

This has been the case in countries such as Brazil, India, Morocco, the

Philippines, Singapore, and South Korea, particularly among their exporting

industries and enterprises that have to compete with imported goods. In

general, they were able to offer higher salaries to managerial and technical

personnel and thus attract competent accountants, marketing specialists, and

plant managers, including some previously employed by public enterprises.
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However, many interesting developments in the management of dynamic private

firms of developing countries are not sufficiently known. They should be

studied and their experience made known to firms and countries that follow a

similar path.

The local subsidiaries of multinational corporations have also played

a role in the management scene. In a developing country this scene is

influenced by the corporations' share in local busness activity and by the

choice of sectors in which they operate. Management experience of the whole

corporation is available to its local subsidiary and the standards applied

there tend to be higher than in other local enterprises, private and public.

The corporations' interregional and regional training programs are used

extensively by their subsidiaries; in many cases local managerial staff are

trained and retrained in accordance with a multinational company's worldwide

scheme. 4/

There are also problems, however. The higher salaries offered to

managerial personnel tend to attract trained staff from the-government and

local businesses, for example, whereas the opposite seldom occurs. In some

cases, only a limited range of technical and managerial functions has been

decentralized to a local subsidiary, or only lower and middle-level managerial

positions have been localized. When it comes to particular functions,

international companies tend to prefer centralized financial and personnel

policy and research. The location of research facilities and the management

of research are particularly delicate subjects, about which the host country

and the international company often disagree.

Opportunities for making the management experience of a well-

established multinational firm available to young local firms--for example,

through subcontracting supplemented by training, assistance to local training
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programs, or advice to management--could be used to a greater extent.

International companies desire to be perceived as good citizens, whose

presence is not merely tolerated but viewed as an integral part of national

development. Their enthusiasm in this respect creates new opportunities for

using their tremendous management know-how for the wider benefit of the host

countries.

Interaction of Public and Private Management

Most developing countries have mixed economies in which the public

and private sectors have their specific problems and approaches to improving

managerial competence and performance. Since they coexist in one cultural,

political, and economic system, however, they also share certain needs and

opportunities. Their "common denominator" is often overlooked and the

"unique" conditions and objectives of each sector are overstressed. Many have

argued, for example, that public managers and private managers, in developing

countries should not be trained together. Experience shows, however, that

public and private managers should be encouraged to know each other better, to

learn from each other, and to build cooperation links between the two

sectors. In the public sector of many developing countries, the absence of

entrepreneurial and managerial attitudes and the predominance of traditional

civil service attitudes hamper development. Why not promote training and

cooperation programs that expose public managers to the attitudes and work

methods of their private sector peers? Curiously enough, such programs are

common in industrialized countries but are regarded with suspicion in many

developing countries.

In general, it would appear that closer interaction and cooperation

of public and private management could accelerate the upgrading of a country's

total management competence. For example, many governments operate extensive
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and costly public services (such as public works departments, suburban

transport, waste disposal, or cleaning of cities) and face tremendous problems

in managing these services effectively. In some developing countries, such

services have been contracted to private firms. This can be done in various

ways, for example, through direct contracts or by issuing licences to private

firms for providing a defined range of services on approved terms. Public

management intervention is limited to policy and control. Such arrangements

may require a revision of government procedures to enable individual small

contractors, or groups of contractors, to offer their services to the

government and submit tenders for jobs exceeding the potential of a single

local firm.

Mixed enterprises and joint ventures are a fairly well-known form of

cooperation between the public and private sectors, a form that is expanding

rapidly and which has a generally positive impact on the quality of enterprise

management. Some of the successful enterprises in developing countries in all

regions have been founded, financed, and managed by the local public sector in

cooperation with private business--local, foreign, or both. These enterprises

have benefited not only from the technological and commercial know-how of

their private partners, but also from their managerial culture and

expertise. Linking a developing country's public enterprise with a

multinational corporation in a joint venture often helps to change some of the

public sector management practices that were holding back the further

development of a public enterprise. 5/

The experience of Japan illustrates how government and public

management can facilitate and stimulate the growth of a country's private

industrial sector. Its Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI)
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has played a prominent role in promoting technological change, high-quality

products, productivity improvement, and exports to industrialized countries.

Strategy for Localizing Management

A decision to localize (indigenize, Africanize, and so on) management

is an expression of national sovereignty in an area considered to be critical

for the country's future. Such a decision always has a political dimension

and, in some countries, the political pressure clearly prevailed after

independence in decisions about the extent to which foreigners would be

replaced with local people and the time that would be involved. This strategy

affected management in both the public and private sectors, although it was

not necessarily applied in the same way in both sectors. As a rule, things

moved faster in public administration and public enterprises than in the

private sector.

Some countries accelerated localization immediately after

independence. Other countries--for example, Nigeria, Malaysia, or Indonesia--

introduced programs of successive localization, using ratios of indigenous to

foreign personnel, financial incentives encouraging the recruitment of

nationals, special permit schemes, and the like. In Indonesia, expatriate

work permits are renewed annually and companies have to justify their wish to

continue to employ a foreign manager or technician. Larger organizations have

to submit localization plans to government authorities.

A third group of countries declared localization to be a long-term

objective, but without putting too much pressure on businesses to implement it

rapidly. This group includes countries open to foreign investors, some whose

"bargaining position" with foreign corporations is weak, as well as special

cases of oil-producing and other countries with acute shortages of skilled

managers and technicians. In some African countries, for example,
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localization still has a long way to go. In the Central African Republic, 63

percent of the managers and higher level technicians in the industrial sector

in 1980 were foreigners, while in Zambia in 1977, 69 percent of general

managers and 81 percent of work managers were expatriates. In the Republic of

Cameroon, a 1982 survey showed that while 88 percent of higher level positions

were localized in public enterprises, the figure for private, foreign-owned

enterprises was 31.6 percent, and for the larger construction and public works

establishments only 8 percent. In the Saudi Arabian Aramco, operating in a

different context, the number of Americans employed increased from 8.25

percent in 1975 to 9.90 percent in 1980, while over the same period the number

of all foreign employees increased from 23.6 petcent to 46.4 percent of the

staff. 6/ Forecasts indicate that, in eight labor-importing Arab countries,

industrialization will require them to employ 72.2 percent expatriates in

high-level professional and technical positions in 1985, while the share of

expatriates in total manpower requirements will be only 35.1 percent. 7/

A recent survey of attitudes and management practices of 129

international companies 8 provides insight into the personnel policies of

their foreign subsidiaries. Although multinational corporations respect the

policies of governments, they often want to negotiate specific practices. The

principal reasons for localizing management are: (1) local nationals are

absolutely necessary for doing business in certain environments (mainly

because of strict government regulations or other pressures); (2) local

professionals usually understand the local culture and environment better;

(3) employing local nationals often helps to improve morale in local

operations; and (4) it is increasingly difficult to find competent nationals

from industrialized countries who will accept long-term foreign assignments.

Eighty percent of U.S. companies abroad and 70 percent of their European
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counterparts employ local nationals at the head of most of these operations.

But very few international companies would use nationals from developing

countries as top managers or board members at headquarters. Different

industries hold different views on localizing management. Companies making

and selling products in the same country (for example, Unilever) have gone

further in localizing the management of their subsidiaries than companies in

high-technology fields, whose products have to be exported and continuously

updated and which are affected by international inflation.

It could be argued that, in developed countries, the trend is toward

integration and a relatively free transfer of high-level technical and

managerial personnel from country to country, and that a rigid localization

policy can be counterproductive and should only be temporary. Here a

mechanistic comparison between industrialized and developing countries can be

misleading. In the developed countries, frequent transfers of high-level

personnel occur in a quite different economic and social context. In

developing countries, a purposeful and perserverant localization policy is a

must: without it, the more complex and difficult managerial functions might

remain in foreign hands too long.

Localization policy means more, however, than merely replacing people

of one nationality with those of another. It means preparing the new managers

for future responsibilities, through education, selection, induction,

training, career planning, and on-the-job guidance.

Learning on the job, historically the first "method" used to develop

managers in industrialized countries, is the principal method even today. It

is now commonly supplemented and accelerated by management education and

training, and managers can also turn to a wide range of consulting and other

professional services. In developing countries, the learning-by-doing
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approach was first adopted not so much deliberately, but as a necessity

following the political choice concerning localization of management, the

departure of expatriate managers, and the rapid creation of numerous new

managerial jobs in the public and private sectors.

Under the circumstances, governments and local businesses started

filling vacant managerial positions with individuals of varying educational

backgrounds, but mostly with people lacking management experience. Since most

of these managers were new in their positions, few enjoyed the benefits of

learning from more experienced superiors and peers. They learned by trial and

error, from foreign advisers, by attending programs of accelerated training,

through study tours, and so on. Young university graduates also had to learn

management primarily on the job, since few were educated in management and

administration. Real manageria:L talents were quickly able to demonstrate

their abilities: these are the people who, at present, constitute the core of

the new managerial class in the developing countries.

Those most recently entering managerial jobs tend to be better

trained for management and can already learn from the first generation of

"pioneers." They will be receiving better support from their chiefs and also

from professional institutions. But learning on the job will continue to be

the main method of acquiring management skills and attaining high levels of

professional excellence.

Many organizations have benefited less from on-the-job learning

because they have failed to use the experience of foreign managers in training

their indigenous successors. Of those who had to leave following government

policy decisions, few were very keen to pass on their experience, and many had

to leave their jobs before a successor was found.
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Even now, certain practices adversely affect on-the-job learning.

The transfer of experience is constrained by excessively high staff turnover;

haphazard transfers and appointments (called conveyor-belt management) that do

not use accumulated experience; the growing brain drain in some countries; and

the reluctance of senior managers to delegate and decentralize, and thus

accelerate, the learning of the middle and junior managers.

Transfer of Management Expertise from Industrialized Countries

Since independence, the developing countries have relied on the

transfer of management and administration techniques and systems from

industrialized countries as an important strategy in both the private and

public sectors. Without local management traditions, or sufficient capability

to quickly develop and apply original management systems reflecting each

country's needs and conditions, transfer seemed the only alternative.

Five main transfer channels have been used:

(1) Already existing systems (inherited from the pre-independence era)

were largely maintained to ensure continuity and stability.

(2) New systems were acquired ad hoc in the framework of investment

projects (the suppliers of a new plant provided a management

system and some training with the contract).

(3) Multinational corporations often brought with them their

enterprise management systems.

(4) The engineers, economists, and administrators trained abroad

returned home with a knowledge of particular foreign systems,

which they applied in their new jobs.

(5) Technical assistance projects and the use of foreign

consultants in administration, management, sectoral

development, export promotion, and so on was an important

vehicle for transferring foreign management systems.
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The total "package" of management techniques and systems transferred

differs from country to country. Administrative systems, for example, have

been strongly influenced not only by the pre-independence tradition, but also

by continued links with former colonial powers. These ties remained after

independence and often were strengthened again after a period of cooling down

in the first post-independence years. Some countries--for example, those in

Latin America--have turned increasingly to North American administrative

experience. In enterprise management, techniques and systems from North

America have generally prevailed, even though some of them did not reach the

developing countries directly, but through Europe, and with certain

modifications. In the new functions of government, such as national planning,

or directing and controlling the public enterprises, the transfer of

management systems tended to follow the countries' principal developmental and

political options: while the majority was interested primarily in Western

European approaches, some developing countries sought experience from Eastern

Europe.

During the past ten years, a different strategy was repeatedly called

for by the developing countries themselves, by international agencies, and by

many scholars of social sciences, all of whom argued that the methods could

not be transferred without adaptation to local conditions and that priority

had to be given to original, locally developed and tested techniques and

systems. In particular, it was suggested the decision on what management

system or technique to promote should be based on the specific human,

cultural, and social conditions of the country and on deeply rooted behavioral

patterns.

This strategy, however, is a most difficult one to carry out. As far

back as 1965, the ILO undertook a study of social and cultural factors in
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management development in a number of countries. Results were reviewed by

experts and widely disseminated. 9/ Seventeen years later, another study,

based on recent research, addressed similar questions. 10/ Not surprisingly,

both studies identified the same cultural problems and noted that it was

difficult to apply foreign management techniques and systems in developing

societies. Although it would be unrealistic to expect a drastic change over

such a short time, it is equally alarming to find that the progress has been

so modest and that, in most developing countries, so little is being done to

resolve the conflict between modern management concepts and traditional social

structures and cultures.

Some management techniques were originally developed in response to

particular technical characteristics of organizations, such as the nature and

complexity of the technology used, or the amount of data to be recorded and

analyzed within particular time limits. Such techniques are concerned

primarily with the technological, economic, and financial side of

organizations, and thus are relatively neutral and should fit different

cultures. However, the application of a technique, no matter how neutral and

universal, creates a new work situation that may conflict with personal

interests, values, and habits. A production control or maintenance management

technique required by the technology used may conflict with a worker's beliefs

and habits concerning punctuality, work discipline, justified absence from

work, accuracy and reliability of records, and the like.

Techniques and systems used in managing the human side of

organizations relate directly to cultural and social values. Many of these

techniques are difficult to transfer, or their transfer may even cause adverse

effects. For example, remuneration plans that stimulate individual

performance, rather than collective solidarity and performance are not well
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received in collectivist societies; organization development methods using

confrontation techniques cannot succeed where harmony and the avoidance of

conflict are highly valued; problem-solving approaches built on democratic

values are difficult to apply in autocratic cultures; and matrix organization

does not work well in cultures in which the people prefer unity of command and

orders from a single higher authority.

Multinational corporations operating in developing countries face

specific cultural problems in managing their subsidiaries and co-managing

joint-venture companies. One probLem is that they have to bring with them

their own organizational cultures in order to maintain identity and

homogeneity of operations in dozens of countries. 11/ As a rule, this

organizational culture, strongly influenced by the national culture of the

corporation's home country, produces a special cultural mix in local

subsidiaries. Multinational corporations follow different strategies; some

emphasise their organizational culture and seek local managers who are able to

understand and adopt it. They regard this approach to be essential in

maintaining communication and a productive relationship with the

headquarters. Others prefer a "low-profile" presence, deemphasizing their own

organizational values, habits, and procedures, and adapting as much as

possible to "local ways of perceiving and doing business."

Culture, however, is not static, and does not operate as a social

sieve through which certain management methods pass and others do not.

European history prd vides ample evidence of dramatic social and cultural

changes engendered by industrializaLtion and new technology. Culture and

social structures change and will continue to change in the developing world

under the influence of changes in conditions of living, nutrition, education,

communications, technology, and industrialization.
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To better match management systems to local conditions, a special

effort will be required in the developing countries themselves, for example,

in their enterprises, government departments, educational and training

institutions, and social organizations. The best talents and brains have to

be mobilized for this task. Various sectors require different approaches: it

is in the traditional sectors that foreign management systems usually fail.

There, the need for innovative ways of managing and administrating the

development process and local services to the population is most pressing.

A new strategy will require, among other considerations, considerable

strengthening of management and administrative research in developing

countries. 12/ In particular, this research must not only identify the

sociocultural factors that will explain why certain approaches transplanted

from abroad do not produce the expected results, but must also identify

methods and systems that have been developed, or adapted, and then used

successfully in local practice. The experience of organizations and countries

must be compared and promising experience generalized and disseminated. The

results of research into new local methods and systems should be relfected in

the curricula of management education and training.

Building of Professional Institutions and Services to Management

On-the-job leaLrning is slow and risky. A manager who learns only on

the job may never learn about the management experience of other organizations

and countries. Management education, training, and consulting and various

information sources, publications, and training materials are therefore needed

to ensure that such experience and guidance will reach a particular manager

who wants to know more than he can learn within his own organization and its

immediate environment. This form of education and development also includes

screening and evaluating generalized experience and extracting from it what
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appears most relevant to a particular job. To respond to this need, many

developing countries established national professional institutions and

services for management, and used them not only to accelerate the training and

development of managerial manpower, but also to solve various practical

management and administrative problems.

Most industrialized countries have used this strategy, too. In

Western Europe, for example, sesveral national productivity agencies and

centers were established after World War II followed in the 1950s and 1960s by

the creation of new management faculties, schools, and centers in all European

countries. In the United Statess, the network of schools of business

administration that already existed before World War II expanded vigorously

and diversified their services after 1945. After all, almost all management

institutions in industrialized countries are still new. In following this

worldwide trend, the developing countries created their national management

institutions at a much earlier stage of industrial and economic development

than did the industrialized countries.

This institution-building strategy has led to the establishment of an

impressive number of management institutes, schools, and centers throughout

the developing world. Although the smaller and poorer countries have

established only a few such centers, larger countries with more diversified

economies (such as Brazil, India, or Nigeria), have dozens of institutions,

the specialization and mandates of which have been defined in many different

ways. 13/ Many types can be found: there are productivity and management

training centers and institutes, staff colleges, management and business

schools, schools and institutions of administration, as well as institutions

specialized sectorally (for example, construction, transportation, small

business) or functionally (financial management, accountancy training,
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marketing, computer training, and so on). They represent a considerable

investment in high-level manpower and facilities and their intellectual

potential is tremendous. In addition, new institutions continue to be

created, while many existing institutions need strengthening and require

further support in order to provide the full range of services for which they

were established. It is therefore most appropriate to ask whether their

potential is sufficiently utilized and, if not, what to do to utilize it more

effectively.

Some existing institutions do not respond to real needs, but they are

rare. But the issue is one of design and management. An institution's

potential for playing a significant social role is not questioned, but perhaps

the approach originally taken in designing the institution and starting its

first programs has not been fully adapted to the given developmental

context. Or perhaps the accumulation of human, financial, administrative, and

other difficulties in planning and developing the institution have caused it

to fall short of expectations.

Some countries suffer from a proliferation and fragmentation of

institutions. Despite extreme shortages of professional manpower and finance,

various ministries and central bodies prefer to have their own institutions

rather than to share one large enough and equipped enough to generate a

critical mass of professional competence. Often the initial feasibility study

underestimated the recurrent cost of running an institution, which may be

dangerously high even if the buildings were donated and a team of foreign

experts acting as a "free resource" initially helped the institution.

As already mentioned, in developing countries, most institutional

activities for improving management and training and educating managerial

manpower are government-initiated, government-sponsored, and government-
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administered. Consequently, most management institutions, including those

established for the local private sector, are public sector institutions.

This has helped to mobilize resources and emphasize the importance of a new

institution. The great drawback is that institutions suffer from the very

same ills that they should be helping to cure in client organizations--they

are designed and operated as public bureaucracies, even though their principal

objective is to develop businesslike and entrepreneurial attitudes and

skills. Striped animals raise spotted ones with difficulty. A few

institutions were given considerable autonomy and were modeled on a well-

organized and dynamic enterprise rather than on a public service unit.

However, most management institutions are governed by public personnel,

financial, and administrative regulations developed for government

departments. Their operating autonomy is limited. This situation affects

their staffing as well as the remuneration of personnel, work methods, and

value systems. Few feel responsilble for progressive changes in the client

system, that is, in the enterprisies or government agencies for whose benefit

they were established. Too few developing countries have private and

independent management institutions established, for example, by groups of

private businesses or by management associations. Their number and impact are

negligible.

The influence of both private and public enterprises on the

orientation and operation of management institutes and centers is not as great

as influence of government departments to which these institutions report.

Even if some public and private sector managers are members of institution

boards, few in managerial circles regard the management institutions as

organizations that they own and for which they are co-responsible. This

situation has created a vicious circle that is difficult to break.
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Institutions are criticized for being too academic, for pursuing their own

objectives rather than those of local businesses, and for being only

marginally useful to the practitioners. The practicioners who make these

statements, however, do not understand that management institutions also

reflect the concerns and values of local businesses and that no authority can

make institutions more relevant and effective if business does not clearly

define its requirements, does not care about institutions, and does not offer

help to them.

Some management institutions were located at universities, with the

mandate to educate and train new generations of managers and administrators

through undergraduate or graduate programs. Their principal problem has been

the paralyzing influence of the conservative university environment, which

overrates academic goals and criteria and underrates the needs of the world of

practice. Consequently, many curricula of management studies replicate models

provided by very advanced industrial countries and turn out graduates ill-

prepared to face practical situations of local enterprises.

Staffing is another serious problem affecting the capacity and

credibility of management institutions. Many institutions were first staffed

by teachers and trainers who had no practical experience. Personnel problems

were exacerbated by low salaries and a high turnover of staff. This situation

has improved, thanks to itraining and experience acquired on the job, but too

few institutions have a professional staff that can be asked to deal with

important practical problems. Similar difficulties are faced by many

indigenous consulting and accounting firms established by young and relatively

inexperienced management professionals. 14/

A typical service portfolio of management institutions includes

training and educational activities, consulting and advisory activities, and
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research and information services. Invariably, the main focus has been on

training. Both in enterprise management and public administration, the new

institutions became responsible for training large numbers of national staff

in a wide range of courses and seminars, supplementing on-the-job learning,

and even replacing it if inexperienced staff had to be quickly prepared for

new functions. The total training effort of management institutions is

impossible to measure and evaluate accurately, but it has been enormous in all

the developing countries. Its main contribution has been to build up the

knowledge of management and administrative methods and techniques.

Substantial improvements in trainee skills have been achieved only by those

institutions that were able to link institutional training to in-plant and

on-the-job training and that helped managers attending courses solve

meaningful practical problems.

These results suggest that the portfolio of institutional services

must be seen and managed as a whole, in which the elements complement and

support each other. In a developing country, moreover, this portfolio should

provide skills and help make changes in important areas where the government,

as well as private and public enterprises, are keen to make improvements.

Wherever management institutions are not closely linked to the world of

practice, their effectiveness and credibility are low.

An effort worthy of note was undertaken by a group of management

institutions in Asia and Latin America, working and exchanging experience in

the management of social development. Their experience has been described and

summarized in a model called the "learning-intervening process, 15/ which

has the following features. Management research in institutions is problem-

centered rather than theory-building and includes direct work with managers,

not just with other researchers, to test the validity and usefulness of their
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tentative research conclusions. These conclusions are brought back to the

classroom as locally relevant teaching materials. Through their consulting,

they try to increase the problem-solving capabilities of the managers rather

than just to solve their problems for them. Consulting and training both aim

to improve organization structures and management systems, not just to build

up the skills of individuals. Seminars bring together key people from a

single organization on programs to instill spirit and build skills. Seminars

are designed to produce behavioral changes identified as important during

diagnostic studies of the client.

Drawing lessons from a number of management development projects

implemented over the last thirty years, the ILO Management Development

Programme has identified several characteristics of an "effective management

development institution." They have not been summarized in the form of a

model mainly because of the great variety of situations in which institutions

operate and also the varying expectations of their constituents. It is

difficult to say that, to be effective, an institution must possess all the

characteristics included in a general model. Instead of undertaking its own

research, for example, it could collaborate with other institutions and use

the results of their research activity. Nonetheless, it is possible to

indicate tendencies and to describe the characteristics of institutional set-

ups and behaviors that tend to contribute to success in most cases. 16/

Effective management institutions in developing countries exhibit the

following eleven characteristics:

(1) The client base is clearly defined (it is homogenous if

possible) and the institution is very closely linked to it.

(2) The institution is pro-active; that is, it considers itself

socially co-responsible for the state of management and
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administration in its country and readily takes the initiative

in proposing and implementing improvement measures.

(3) The institution has a strong practical bias; that is, it views

practical improvements in management and administration as the

ultimate goal (even if the main activity is teaching or

research).

(4) It practises strategic management in defining its purpose,

objectives, and portfolio of services; in allocating and

developing resources; and in harmonizing the various choices

made.

(5) It uses a properly selected and coherent portfolio of

intervention methods (training, teaching, consulting, various

types of research collection and dissemination of information,

social work, and so on) in serving the client base, learning

from it, and linking teaching and training with the

identification and solving of practical problems.

(6) Its approach is interdisciplinary and problem oriented rather

than discipline oriented.

(7) The staff is regarded as the institution's most precious

resource; its professional integrity, motivation and competence

are high, and its profile coherent with the institution's

strategic choices and intervention methods; the staff has both

a strong tieoretical background and a solid practical bias;

staff turnover is low.

(8) Leadership is considered to be critically important: the

institution's head is accepted and acts as a true leader, both
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within and outside the institution, and stays in his position

for a sufficiently long time.

(9) The institution is run as a flexible and efficient enterprise

rather than as an administrative unit of government; its

operational management makes sure that strategies and plans are

implemented and the cost of services kept to the necessary

minimum.

(10) It enjoys considerable autonomy, but is accountable to its

constituents for performance results.

(11) Evaluation at all levels is practised on a regular basis;

periodic self-appraisal is used to assess performance, adjust

strategy to new opportunities, and improve what needs to be

improved under items (l)-(10)

All in all, we are currently witnessing some disenchantment with

institution building in management and administration. Institutions

everywhere are being criticized, and even their positive achievements and

experiences are being belittled. There is a need to agree on a new strategy

aimed at restructuring institutions, streamlining their national networks in

some cases, reinforcing their linkages with the client base, enlisting the

support of local business, enhancing autonomy and responsibility for results,

and increasing the role of institutions in developing local management

patterns. Some promising experiences are reviewed in Part III.

Priority Given to the Modern Economic Sector

The development strategy pursued by the developing countries in the

first post-independence period emphasized the modern economic sector. This

included manufacturing, petroleum and gas, mining, the generation and

distribution of power, communications, and modern agriculture. Public
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administration and the military also belong to the modern sector in the broad

sense of the term. This approach has dichotomized developing societies and

created dual economies, as already mentioned at the outset. The implications

for management have been far reaching.

Although the modern sector may be a small part of the total economic

activity of a country, it demands the most managerial manpower and attract

most human talents and the bulk of financial resources available for building

management structures and capabilities. It generally offers more interesting

careers, salaries, and conditions of living than other sectors. As a result,

the scarce technical and managerial manpower tends to concentrate in the

modern sector. These conditions affect the profile of management

institutions, which have been built primarily to serve the modern sector--

manufacturing and some other industries and services, as well as central

government administration. Management institutions are therefore part of the

modern sector, and their value system and institutional and personal

objectives are tied to the further growth and development of this sector.

Multinational corporations, joint ventures, and various forms of technological

and economic cooperation with foreign firms also contribute to the

strengthening of management in the modern sector.

The so-called "social" (or "social development") sectors include

traditional agriculture and handicrafts, rural and community development,

basic education, literacy programs, food distribution, and health and

population control. At present, these sectors are being assigned increasing

priority in the national development strategies of many countries. However,

policy decisions and even considerable resource allocations alone cannot

quickly and dramatically change the management scene.
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Social development programs and organizations are managed differently

from a manufacturing plant or a department of the central government. Their

managers do not control well-determined and structured production and

administrative processes, but aim to improve living conditions and

productivity in traditional rural communities and among the urban poor. Since

the rural and urban poor constitute the main "clientele" of these programs,

the managerial work is more psychological, social, and cultural in nature than

technological. A manager must be versatile, enterprising, and able to find

imaginative and unorthodox solutions, using limited resources in conditions of

imperfection. He must be prepared to cope with difficult living conditions

and accept less remuneration than his colleagues in industry. Unfortunately,

higher education, both at home and overseas in industrialized countries,

seldom prepares graduates for organizational and managerial work in social

development programs.

The problems are exacerbated by the virtual impossibility of finding

relevant expertise for managing rural and social development in industrialized

countries. Developing countries are tackling virgin ground in this field, and

must rely almost entirely on their own imagination, creativity, and

experience.

The dichotomy of the modern and social sectors is a formidable

management challenge. One must emphasize the interdependence of the two

sectors, and note that the growth of the modern sector will stop unless the

vast traditional economy and social structures change. This means the

development of managerial capabilities and effectiveness as well. Poor

management of social development and services and considerable sectoral

discrepancies in the standards of management already adversely affect the

performance of the modern sector, which does not exist in a vacuum but is
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connected to the traditional sectors through many economic, social, and

cultural links.

Because of their speciLfic skill requirements and other conditions,

the social sectors must find managerial talent mainly from within, that is,

among committed, able people who have been involved in social development.

However, this alone does not suffice. Public and private enterprises,

government agencies, universities, and management institutions of the modern

sector must also contribute to social development and accept specific

responsibilities in helping the social sectors to build their management

competence. 17/

Role of Technical Cooperation

Technical cooperation has played a major role in building up the

management capabilities and institutions of developing countries. All

developing countries rely on it for acquiring on the experience of

industrialized countries. They also use it to supplement limited local

professional manpower and to obtain financial support for projects that

otherwise would be beyond their reach.

It is important to grasp the real nature and the strategic

implications of technical cooperation in this area. Most projects involving

teams of foreign advisers and trainers were planned and carried out when the

receiving countries were searching for appropriate development strategies and

were structuring and building up their policymaking bodies. Technical

cooperation projects were therefore involved not only in strategy

implementation, but also in making fundamental strategic decisions about

management and administration issues. Despite their essentially advisory

role, their influence on decisions was strong. Choosing a particular donor

country and agency (if there was a choice) usually meant choosing particular
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country models and the range of expertise from which the receiving country

could draw. As a result, the donors and organizers of technical assistance

are co-responsible for the strategies pursued by the developing countries.

Certain differences between bilateral and multilateral assistance

ought to be mentioned. Bilateral assistance is used mainly to transfer the

expertise of the donor country. It is tied to certain ideas, approaches,

technologies, and institutions. Since many bilateral projects are concerned

with national development planning, with monetary, fiscal, and investment

policy, and with related national legislation, and are attached to central

policymaking bodies, they forge close relationships between the donor and the

recipient on important national issues, and tend to transfer the donor's own

model, or to reinforce this model wherever assistance is provided by donor

countries to their former colonies.

In multilateral assistance, the donor and executing agencies aim at

choosing from the best experience available internationally. They try to take

an objective and balanced approach, for example, by fielding multinational

teams, organizing study tours to several countries, or preparing training

materials based on international experience. Language and other barriers, of

course, are difficult to overcome.

Some other lessons from technical assistance in management and

administration are worth mentioning. First, the administrative and managerial

weaknesses of the developing countries are reflected in the way they program

and coordinate technical assistance. Individual ministries, institutions, and

even enterprises try to capture their own projects and expert teams, often

ignoring what is already available in other projects. They may cooperate with

several different donors simultaneously, but without ensuring coherence and

harmonization of approaches of individual assistance projects and actions.
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This situation is exacerbated by the fact that donors rarely coordinate their

work. Although in some other areas donor agencies increasingly act as

partners in comprehensive programs involving several financing and aid-giving

agencies, in management and adniinistration most donors still prefer to

maintain their identity and pursue their own policy through separate,

sometimes even overlapping and competing, projects.

Second, many projects are used to tackle specific practical

administrative and managerial issues but contribute little to staff

development. Foreign experts and consultants undertake management surveys,

design new planning and control schemes, carry out feasibility studies, and

give courses, but the involvement of local professionals is insignificant. A

job is done, but little is accomplished in the way of developing the

capability for doing the same job in the future without turning again to

foreign experts. Instead of progressing toward self-reliance, many a country

continues to depend on foreign expertise. A continued shortage of high-level

manpower and limited absorptive capacity in least developed countries is one

cause among many others such as the above-mentioned poor planning and

coordination of cooperation projects.

Third, the discrepancy between the real cost of foreign management

expertise and the benefits that really come from it is steadily increasing.

This cost may be less visible and cause less concern in projects financed by

grants, but it becomes obvious when a full market price must be paid by a

developing country. ParadoxicaLly, now and again very expensive international

consultants are brought in to deal with issues to which their expertise cannot

be applied, and they work in logistic and organizational conditions where they

are effective for 20-30 percent of their time, at best.
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Many developing countries will probably continue to be interested in

technical assistance from industrialized countries and international agencies

on issues of management and administration. However, they need to rethink

this assistance so as to increase its lasting impact, raise its learning

effect, and reduce its cost.

Recently, the international community examined the main flows of

technical assistance and concluded that direct technical cooperation among the

developing countries (TCDC) deserves more attention. The ILO consulted about

fifty management institutions on TCDC in management development and also

reviewed TCDC actions that have actually taken place among management

practitioners and in the education and training of managers and

administrators. 18/ More and more practitioners, as well as professional

institutions in developing countries, realise that TCDC could help them in

adapting management expertise acquired from the industrialized world to local

conditions, and in learning more rapidly about new methods and approaches

based on the developing countries' own experiences. In this respect, Asia

seems to be particularly active; much regional cooperative work has been done

under the auspices of the Asian Productivity Organization.

TCDC will never substitute totally for North-South and interregional

cooperation in management and administration. Rather, it complements the

latter, since it offers certain distinct advantages. For example, instead of

dealing with a similar problem separately and for a higher cost, groups of

developing countries, or groups of institutions or enterprises from various

countries, can do it jointly and thus less expensively. The cultures of many

developing countries are similar: this is a great asset in producing and

sharing indigenous management models. Also, comparing management and

performance standards among developing countries is very useful, since it
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helps to orient management and administrative efforts to realistic goals and

demonstrates what can be achieved even in a developing country.

The ILO and UNDP provide support to cooperation among management

development institutions through an interregional project designed for this

specific purpose. A new information system on cooperation opportunities,

offers, and demands, called "Management Development Referral Service" (MDRS),

has been operated by this project since 1981. To generate and disseminate new

ideal likely to make cooperation in management development better focused and

more effective, this service is being expanded to cover "innovations in

management education, training, and development" that occur in institutions in

both industrialized and developing countries.

A Strategy for Future Years

In this part of the paLper, we have argued that certain fundamental

strategic orientations emerge from the multitude of projects, actions, and

institutions used by developing countries to build their management and

administrative capabilities and to raise management standards in both the

public and private sectors. Our review has indicated that, despite the

successes, many pitfalls remain and there is an impressive agenda for action

for many years to come. Several approaches are possible.

First of all, it is in the interest of every developing country to

know where exactly it stands in management and administration. We are not

proposing yet more surveys and reports by foreign consultants, but instead

recommend self-diagnostic and self-appraisal exercises, by which countries can

assess their own management performance; on this basis they can attempt to

determine future objectives and confirm or adjust their strategies. Such

self-diagnoses should be encouraged; in fact, they should be done

periodically, should include an objective evaluation of past achievements, and
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should lead to the establishment of plans for future action. International

comparison is useful; examples of countries that are a step ahead may have a

strong motivating effect. Foreign consultants could assist, but should not be

allowed to dominate.

Management problems and needs of important development programs and

priority sectors require particular attention. Sectoral development studies--

for example, in preparing for investment planning and resource allocation--

should include an assessment of management and managerial manpower in the

sector. It is useful, too, to compare management standards of interconnected

sectors within a country: balanced development is impossible if poor

management in one sector is allowed to hold back sectors with which it

interacts.

A strategic approach to assessing and improving management cannot be

applied as a unilateral action of a government department or a national

management institute. The best results can be obtained only through

tripartite action, started and carried through as a joint effort of government

authorities, business circles, trade unions, and other interested social

organizations. Interaction and collaboration of the private and public sector

are essential and responsibilties should be shared. Excessive reliance on

governmental initiative and public resources has already retarded the

development of managerial capability in too many countries.

A useful platform for enlisting collaboration of the different social

groups willing to help has been found in mixed national bodies such as

management development councils or foundations. The establishment of such a

body is, of course, only an easy initial step. A national council has to

address issues regarded as significant by its members, agree on action to be
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taken, define a limited number of concrete objectives, and make sure that the

members commit themselves to implementation.

In many countries, the coordination and harmonization of national

management development and improvement efforts need to be stepped up. In

particular, this 'requires better coordination of management development within

enterprises and other organizations with programs and services offered by the

educational, training, consulting, organization and methods, research, and

similar institutions. Every effort should be made to overcome sectoral

barriers, to rationalize the national networks of management institutions, and

to improve interinstitutional collaboration in dealing with significant

issues.

The future strategy fcor meeting the management challenge needs to be

a dynamic and flexible. It needs to reflect the growing interdependence of

the industrialized and the developing world, as well as the pace of worldwide

technological, economic, and social changes. The objective is not to get

closer to management models and standards that at present appear to work

satisfactorily in other countries, but to prepare managers and management

systems to face the new problems and situations that the future will bring.

Creativity, imagination, flexibility, tolerance, and personal drive are the

essential qualities that will help managers to cope with tomorrow's changes

and challenges.

IV. Management Development: Some Promising Approaches

This part of the paper sketches briefly some promising approaches

that characterize the current state of management development in developing

countries. Although few of these have yet been widely used, they deserve
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attention since all innovative efforts and all experiments likely to make

management development more relevant to the needs of particular types of

organizations in developing countries, and to contribute to higher

organizational performance, are worth identifying, evaluating, and

disseminating.

Interventions to Improve Management in Organizations

Organizational Excellence: The Goal of Management Development. The

goal of management development is to help nudge organizations toward

excellence. Research, consulting, education, and training, when properly

linked and in the mainstream of management development, promote organizational

excellence. One of the most relevant findings of research on excellence is

that excellent organizations spend much more effort developing their human

resources than do mediocre ones. Furthermore, management development

professionals require a validated vision of excellence in order to raise the

expectations of managers to the effort necessary to change organizations for

the better.

Interest in organizational excellence waxes and wanes; it is now

higher than it has been for decades. 19/ Research on excellent organizations

shows that they mutate: excellent organizations today are not exactly like

the excellent ones of yesteryear. They share some common features: for

example, their business is usually to exploit technological frontiers such as

the railroads of the 1860s, the auto companies of the first half of our

century, and the electronics companies of today. Another thing they have in

common is that they are well adapted to the needs and aspirations of their

work forces and, paradoxically, this is where they differ from each other,

because work forces differ. An excellent Asian company today is likely to be
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different from an excellent European company. An excellent African company

will be well adapted to its owII social and cultural environment.

It is the business of management research to find terms that help

managers learn and apply the lessons of excellence, and it is the business of

management training to find means to accelerate this learning and

application. By promising to bring these lessons home, management development

professionals excite managers and raise their expectations. Many failures in

management development come frcm success in raising expectations but failure

in delivering the goods; the lessons may be irrelevant, or may be about things

the managers had learned long ago.

What does an excellent organization look like? Since organizations

are invisible, what terms does a management development professional use to

describe organizational excellence? After having studied a number of American

and Japanese organizations, for example, Pascale and Athos 20/ recently

developed a "seven-s framework," in which a well-performing organization is

examined and described under the following main headings: strategy, structure,

systems, staff, skills, style, and superordinate goals. The model is not

rigorously scientific; its purpose is to describe for the practising managers

how a complex organization structures itself and behaves in order to attain a

higher level of performance. Such pragmatic models for describing

organizations and analyzing the causes of their success or failure are of

interest to the practitioners and management development professionals of

developing countries.

Measuring the Performance of Management Development

Management development professionals by themselves cannot produce

excellent organizations from mediocre ones; the process of change is much too

complicated for that. However, the profession has long had a hierarchy of
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measurement objectives to help it choose intervention techniques and to

evaluate how they are working. These evaluation techniques can be used to

assess the practical impact of management development interventions carried

out by the organizations themselves, by management institutions, or by a

combination of both. We must now turn to these levels of evaluation, before

looking at some interventions in detail.

Today, effectiveness of management development is thought of as a mix

of five "levels" of evaluation criteria (or objectives, which can be used when

evaluating interventions), which are already well-known to professional

trainers and consultants: (1) attendance, (2) reaction, (3) learning, (4)

behavior and application, and (5) results. They are listed in ascending order

of importance for client organizations. In practice, many institutions still

count only attendance and call that the number of people they "trained."

Institutions also tend to measure participant reactions on forms (often called

"happiness sheets") useful for evaluating which sessions, topics, or lecturers

should be changed.

Measurement of effectiveness nearly always stops here, largely

because clients rarely ask for more. Attending and enjoying a course is seen

by many managers as a reward for performance or a prerequisite for promotions;

sadly, few client organizations and management institutions do much to

discourage this notion. For example, more than 80 percent of those management

institutions that train public sector managers are co-opted by the career

objectives of the public service. An officer wants a number of training

courses on his personal data sheet to improve his promotion possibilities.

Going to a course is sufficient, but improving performance is irrelevant,

because the performance of so few public organizations is measured, let alone

people's contribution to it. What is taught is what the teacher knows. What,
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if anything, is learned is difficult to apply on return to the old job or on

assignment to a new one.

The third level of measurement, learning, can be measured with

"before and after tests" or by having the participants do exercises that

embody what was taught. This is useful for teaching management techniques

such as PERT/CPM, work study, reporting procedures, accounting techniques,

project design and evaluation, and other technical topics, but is insufficient

for developing all the skills that effective managers should have.

Attendance, reaction, and learning can be measured in the

classroom. Behavioral change and on-the-job application cannot. Changes in

job behavior can only be measured "back home on the job." When a management

institution attempts for the first time to measure "back home" application, it

usually finds that what was learned was not applied. The institution then

realizes that its staff must follow the participants into their organizations

in order to help them to change job behavior. Courses are then redesigned to

include back home project work. Managers may be admitted to a course only if

they have identified a "back home" problem to solve. Such advisory or

extension work becomes a form of consultancy to augment training. Thus,

institutions that want results must carry out research, consulting, and

training and must spend a significant amount of staff time working inside the

client organizations. To do so, the institution must revise its policy and

change its own behavior. Is it worth it? Do clients in critical sectors

expect and appreciate it?

The main difficulty was summed up recently by the director of a

strong regional management institute in Africa: "We would like to demonstrate

every year that our work contributes to improved performance of national

programmes and projects." However, few senior administrators know what goes
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on inside their organizations. They are often in politically sensitive

situations and they tell me in private that their organization cannot tolerate

too much change. Thus, to show results we must concentrate on the handful of

senior managers who really want to improve their organizations.

Successful Organizations Take the Initiative

Managers who improve their organizations' performance invest in staff

development. They develop their own training departments and programs and

bring in outside expertise as well. Thus management development interventions

can be best understood by looking at what organizations are doing, and how

they are combining the staff development they "make" (on-the-job coaching, in-

plant training, job rotation, project work, monitoring, and so on) with the

management development they "buy" (open short courses, self-development

packages, sabbaticals, entry-level requirements of graduates from the

education system, and the like.

Currently, the most effective in-service management development is

done by the giant multinationals, such as IBM, Matsushita, General Electric,

or Hewlett-Packard. For example, one of the best staff development processes

is probably that of Matsushita, the world's largest consumer electronics

company, which employs over 200,000 people. Although the company is

decentralized to maintain entrepreneurial drive, it centralises four

functions: accounting, capital budgeting and performance reviews, personnel,

and training. It hires young people who are open and malleable and brings

them up to believe in the company and to live by its rules. The training

system indoctrinates new recruits in the company philosophy and teaches them

about its structure, products, and financial system. On-the-job exposure to

sales and production establishes the basis for life-long competence. At each

promotion, managers and supervisors receive more training in company
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philosophy, sales, and production. Each year, 5 percent of the employees

(managers, supervisors, and workers) rotate from one division to another. All

company professionals begin their training in classrooms and on the job,

learning the fundamentals of the company's business. Each professional spends

six months working directly in a retail outlet and also performing routine

tasks on an assembly line. Such companies do most of their management

development themselves. At the same time, they account for more than 80

percent of the work of management institutions.

Companies in competitive sectors such as manufacturing and

distribution, in developing and developed countries alike, invest more on the

average in staff development than do organizations in monopoly situations such

as public utilities and government agencies. Consequently, many people are

pessimistic about being able to use management development as a lever to

improve the performance of public organizations. There are many fine

exceptions, however; some public organizations are shining examples of good

staff development. Let us consider two.

Centrais Electricas de Minas Gerais (CEMIG) of Brazil developed an

innovative staff selection and development system that seems to account, at

least in part, for bottom-line results and high morale. A typical management

problem in utilities is that of maintaining an organizational "esprit de

corps" in the conditions under which they operate--routinized work, monopoly

situation, no new product excitement, and so on. These can all lead to

ossification. CEMIG's answer is based on a study of a physician/psychologist

that compared the internal structures of organisms and organizations. He

identified the organizational analogy of the organism's nervous system as the

personnel function (other write,rs have advocated the information system or the

finance department for this role). He noted that the personnel function could
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help integrate the individual into the organization and thus was responsible

for reducing and eliminating conflicts between the objectives of individuals

and their organization and, by extension, interdepartmental conflicts, and so

on. CEMIG adopted this philosophy, and still applies it as their personnel

policy. This translates into a careful personnel selection process based on a

battery of tests evaluated by psychologists, sociologists, and

anthropologists, followed by updating of the personal profiles thus obtained

during the career of each individual. These profiles are matched with job

descriptions and are used as the basis for preparing short-lists of candidates

for promotion or transfer; for presentation to concerned bosses; as well as

for identifying candidates for training, counseling, and so forth.

Clumsily handled, this process could lead to paternalism or could

degenerate into mechanistic decisions based only on test results, but CEMIG

has avoided these pitfalls and consequently has a long history of industrial

peace. Other Brazilian utilities send their personnel to CEMIG for training

and study tours, and it is one of the few Brazilian power utilities to operate

at a profit.

A second example comes from the Philippines, where the Local Water

Utilities Administration (LWUA) has helped hundreds of municipal water

authorities improve their performance in the past few years. LWUA was

established to break a vicious cycle most countries are caught up in:

customers of most municipal water authorities have forgotten the concept of an

efficient water service. Service is poor because the personnel are

inefficient, the facilities break down often because salaries are low, and

there is no money for repairs because people do not pay because the service is

poor. LWUA was able to break this cycle in hundreds of municipalities by
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weaning the systems from excessive local politics and helping them to operate

in a business-like manner.

To do so, LWUA set up an exemplary management development program for

its own staff and for the staff of its clients--the municipal water

authorities. LWUA has a rigid screening process and offers attractive

compensation packages to young, capable, and motivated engineers. It prefers

to recruit fresh graduates to aLvoid having to help mature engineers unlearn

bad habits. These cadet engineters go through a two-month "cadetship training

programme" before being fielded. A few years later, each "battle-scarred"

engineer returns for a four-month advanced course designed to close the gap

between theory and practice. In addition, LVIUA uses a variety of other

methods to provide staff members at various points of their careers with new

knowledge and, in particular, to give them an opportunity to change work

attitudes and outlook. Like many other good managers, Carlos Leano, director

of LWUA, points out that LWUA uses overseas fellowships to reward good

performance and to broaden a person's outlook, not as a substitute for staff

development.

An unusual feature of 'LWUA, which perhaps accounts for much of its

success, is the management advisory service it provides. Every month, each

municipal water authority is visited by a team of two LWUA advisors who sit

with the general managers to soLve pressing problems and draw up a plan of

action that the advisors monitor on subsequent visits. This service for the

200 or so municipal water authorities under LWUA's wing is based on a

"management audit checklist" that incorporates a set of development indicators

that reflect the characteristics of well-managed water authorities. Progress

toward business-like efficiency is seen as the month-by-month accumulation of

points on this checklist. The junior advisers learn their skills largely by
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being teamed up with senior advisers. This one-on-one training and field

experience is supplemented by monthly meetings using case analyses and

lectures.

Client training at LWUA is at least as important as internal staff

development and the management advisory service. It aims at three

audiences: policymakers, water authority managers, and technicians. Seminars

for policymakers are designed to help members of communities from different

walks of life, who often for the first time in their lives suddenly find

themselves making policies for a complex public utility. The seminars are

credited with helping these board members find innovative solutions to the

age-old water supply problems of their communities. The periodic seminars for

management teams from different authorities are considered by LWUA to be among

the most exiting in its client training program. The technical training

courses cover water quality surveillance, leak detection and repair, equipment

operation, and maintenance. In addition, LWUA runs a certification program to

increase the number of qualified operators throughout the country. One of the

most innovative programs is the preconstruction seminars organized to bring

together contractors, construction inspectors, local officials, and interested

members of the community prior to any large-scale construction project.

Top Management Action Planning

Various approaches can be used to start meaningful performance

improvement and management development programs in an organization and, at the

same time, to do it with full involvement of the top management team. The

objective is to avoid situations in which top management "tolerates" a

program, but regards it as something that does not concern line managers and

should be handled only by internal consultants, in-plant trainers, or

management services.
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The version we will discuss is called "programming (or planning) for

improved enterprise performance" (PIP) 21/ ; it has been used by ILO and other

organizations in hundreds of enterprises, projects and programs in scores of

countries. 22/

PIP essentially helps a top management team prepare and carry out an

action plan for improving organizational performance. The heart of the

process is a workshop, preceded by a briefing, during which the management

team must decide whether PIP is sufficiently promising to justify investing

considerable management time and effort. The workshop takes about six days,

which can be spread over several weeks. A series of specially designed forms

are used to lead the team through problem identification, analysis, objective

setting, plan formulation, and implementation planning. When PIP is

successful, these forms and procedures become part of the recurrent planning

and implementation processes of the management team.

Basically, PIP can be introduced by an organization, public or

private, as an internal exercise, without involving any external consultants

or trainers. If an organization lacks action planning and organization

development expertise, however, external help from an action-oriented

management institution may be very useful. In Eastern Nigeria in 1976, for

example, the Nigerian Centre for Management Development (CMD) found that the

public enterprises that had produced PIP action plans could not implement

parts of their plan$ because of government-imposed restrictions. So the chief

executives of the enterprises were encouraged to form an association to define

their mutual problems and formulate a common strategy. CMD then assisted the

association in holding a two-day meeting with representatives of government,

supervisory authorities, and company teams. In the meeting, each group first

exchanged its mutual perceptions of each other. The managers, on one hand,
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thought that the government officials were unduly slow and restrictive in

approving financial requests, while at the same time expecting the managers to

carry out ambitious expansion plans. The government officials, on the other

hand, said that the executives lacked prudence and experience and were too

willing to risk government funds. The consultants from CND controlled this

airing of views and kept the meeting task oriented, rather than finger

pointing. A plan was agreed upon to grant increasing autonomy to the

executives in finance and personnel matters, so that the companies could

better accomplish their mandates. This process illustrates a two-stage

campaign of using PIP first, then constructive confrontation with authorities

later.

Such a dialogue with supervising authorities can also be integrated

into the action-planning process so that the rules imposed on companies can be

modified and new rules used to improve the plans. When action-planning

workshops are held simultaneously on one residential site, the management

teams of the different companies learn from each other as they present the

partial results of their analyses of their own problems to other executives.

They quickly discover their common problems, some of which can best be

resolved through joint action. In this style of workshop, government

authorities have to be kept out of the internal deliberations of the company

teams.

A management institution in an Arab country recently held action-

planning workshops simultaneously for six public enterprises, involving

government officials only at the beginning and end. The officials were first

given the opportunity to describe the great hopes that the government and the

people had for the public enterprises and to berate management for not meeting

these expectations. The officials were then asked to leave for three days and
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invited to return later to hear the action plans of the management teams.

Each team then met separately to develop action plans to meet pressing

needs. They set targets and identified constraints; these included the

lengthy and often irrelevant staff recruitment procedures of the Public

Service Commission, the bureaucratic delays in procuring and stocking spare

parts to keep facilities running, the slow procedures and irrelevant

limitations in the construction and commissioning of new facilities, and the

lack of incentives and disciplinary discretion to accompany the development of

training and career advancement policies. The management consultants helped

each team distinguish the actions they, as managers, could take alone from

those requiring governmental policy changes. Before presenting their plans in

a session attended by government officials, the managers nominated a

"statesman" to present specific proposals. A lively and productive meeting

followed. Some government policies were subsequently modified and management

morale and commitment improved over the next few months. Some senior

ministers were subsequently replaced by professionals more familiar with

public enterprise management. A year later, informal evaluations showed that

several companies were making good progress on reducing costs and improving

productivity and service.

Action-planning interventions, while powerful, must be used

judiciously. Some versions have weaknesses that can be overcome in

combination with other management development techniques. Their power lies in

helping company teams that want to improve move along appropriate paths. In

semicontrolled experimental situations in Nigeria, for example, organizations

that used PIP solved three times as many problems over a six-month period as

those that did not use PIP. The managers in the experimental group said they

had become much more committed to their organizations than before.
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However, littLe evidence yet exists to indicate that action-planning

workshops alone improve "bottom-line" performance. Top management action

planning can fail if not properly prepared and not based on hard data.

Management institutions too often disengage from a client enterprise too soon

after it has produced an action plan. Most action plans contain activities

such as the design and installation of improved systems for budgeting,

financial control, and personnel development, which need consulting

assistance. Thus, management teams must see action planning as only one step

in a long improvement process, not as a panacea. In their enthusiasm for PIP

(or management by objectives, or zero-based budgeting, and so on) institutions

and managers too seldom commit themselves to essential follow-up activities.

Nonetheless, the process of guiding a top management team through a problem-

solving process is usually preferable to the prevailing approaches of merely

hiring consultants or sending managers to courses.

Whether top management action planning alone produces bottom-line

results is considered an irrelevant issue by some. Herbert Simon once pointed

out that trying to trace the influence of an intervention on profit, sales,

market share, and the like, is like trying to detect the change in the water

flowing over Niagara Falls caused by a rainstorm in Northern Minnesota:

something has undoubtedly changed, but when and by how much may be unimportant

in the larger scheme of things.

By putting technological content into the action-planning process, a

management institution can help solve ciritical technological transfer

problems. The ILO, for example, organized several action-planning workshops

with road engineers to help them choose and implement an appropriate mix of

technologies for constructing and maintaining rural feeder roads. 23/ The

workshops start with a session on the status and specific problems of rural
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road management in the given country and proceed to detailed presentations on

the most successful road programs, followed by an analysis of the pros and

cons of different approaches. The second half begins when most participants

have become interested in finding out what they would have to do to implement

a different technological mix. Then they engage in exercises based on the

difficulties usually encountered in switching technologies, such as planning a

pilot project; setting up a supervisory training program; selecting, training,

and paying casual labour; and specifying and procuring good tools and

equipment 24/ The final output of such workshops are action plans for pilot

projects. A measure of success is whether the participants are able to

produce a credible action plan, possibly for the external funding of a pilot

project to test workable combinations of technology and organization.

Inovations in Management Education and Training

The previous section detscribed how to generate and implement

performance improvement programs aimed at specific organizational problems,

management systems, and practices. To focus on action taken by organizations

does not mean, however, that less management education and training will be

needed in the future. Classroom training provides knowledge and skills that

will ensure practical improvements. Performance improvement programs in

organizations do not reduce training needs, but help organizations to become

more selective in sending their personnel to external training programs and

also in designing their own in-plant and in-service training. Good courses

can precede or supplement performance improvement actions, stimulate the

managers' interest in doing things better, and increase their problem-solving

and communication skills.

Not only the relevance and quality of the course content, but also

organization and methodology greatly influence the effectiveness of
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training. Several factors call for innovations in management training in

developing countries:

(1) The millions of managers who need basic and advanced

training;

(2) The growing cost of training programs, which makes good

training less and less accessible to those organizations

that need it most;

(3) Logistical problems, such as great distances and poor

communications, mainly affecting managers in remote

areas.

(4) The need for new attitudes and behavioral changes, which

is difficult to achieve with certain types of training

(for example, passive listening to lectures), but can be

assisted by other types of active and participative

training;

(5) The dynamism of managers themselves, that is, of their

work techniques, practices, and theories: managers must

have an opportunity to bring themselves up to date and

exchange experience, even if working in difficult

conditions and locations in a developing country.

Management development professionals have long recognized the

shortcomings, such as the lack of the on-the-job applications, of short

courses (often because too few people from one organization attend a course to

support changing the way things are done), or the irrelevance of course

content (often because too little effort was put into to finding out the needs

of participants). In the next few sections we examine several approaches that

have been used to overcome such shortcomings and that have had a measure of
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success. In these descriptions we stress several points: first, most

successful approaches control the selection of participants to ensure success;

second, they make the participants co-responsible for designing the training

program and controlling its delivery; and third, they emphasize the process of

learning and practical application.

An overriding feature of all successful approaches to management

development is an intensive search for maximum relevance to work situations:

the objective is to make the mianagers think about what they can improve and to

really start some action.

Tailored Programs

Not only do standard courses take insufficient account of specific

problems of various organizations from which participants come, but also most

organizations complain that managers usually return from such courses with

unrealistically high expectations and a set of management tools that cannot be

applied. One way of reducing this "re-entry" problem is to tailor training

programs and packages to particular enterprises or government agencies. This

can be achieved by adapting standard packages or modular materials. In

developing countries, however, fewer than one trainer in ten has the skills or

incentives to tailor training to the needs of particular organizations. A

recent examination of accounting courses for managers of water agencies showed

that almost all the examples and exercises were from manufacturing firms. As

one senior training specialist recently put it, "Most trainers, like many

university professors, will continue to use the same old materials and

examples for decades unless they are given the opportunity to test their

methods in the real world to change behavior and improve organizational

performance."
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Training cases and in-basket exercises based on an organization's

actual business situation are commonly used for tailoring. Project management

trainers at Western Carolina University, for example, 25/ create in-basket

exercises to adapt project management training to each company's specific

needs. This approach is well suited to the almost universal problem of

helping new engineers learn rapidly their management tasks. Most project-

oriented companies find that their main management development problem is how

to speed up the rate at: which engineers learn to manage projects on the job.

Consequently, these companies create a high demand for short, two- to five-day

training seminars and workshops on management techniques (conflict management,

negotiation techniques, planning and control methods, and so on) carefully

adapted to the project situation. Currently, this demand is met primarily by

"canned" generalized packages, which at best encourage an open discussion of

management concerns and an exposure to management theory, and from which

little back-home application can be expected.

To improve this back-home application, the Western Caronlina faculty

creates in-basket exercises as case studies of projects drawn from a company's

files. Prior to conducting a course, a trainer/consultant visits the company

and selects situations from company files that reflect its main training

needs; he creates a coherent set of exercises to mesh with the standard

handouts and readings that cover project management topics. Ideally, the

participants include prospective project managers, experienced managers, and

reprersentatives of various staff departments in the company. This type of

mix facilitates an exchange of views across the organization, so that the

participants can provide each other with immediate feedback about each other's

ideas for dealing with problems and defining acceptable behavior.
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The ILO construction project management training activities use a

similar approach. Short coursess are based on a basic text 26/ and a set of

locally customized cases and exercises. The current emphasis in the program

is to help trainers and consultants from institutions in each country to

develop their own cases and exercises from the project problems of that

country and to exchange these materials periodically.

Practical exercises and cases, which are based on research into local

problems, are two of the many niethods of improving the ratio of effectiveness

to cost. Two broad types of cost are of concern here: the one-time cost of

doing the research and developing and testing the materials, and the

repetitive costs of delivering the training to batch after batch of

trainees. In-basket exercises and teaching cases raise both the one-time cost

as well as the effectiveness of training, compared with the conventional

lectures and discussion. Fortunately, the effectiveness of these newer

methods more than outweights their cost. Effectiveness is high for several

reasons: managers become more involved in the learning process when they

recognize a familiar problem; they are more likely to learn from other

managers who have faced similar problems; and they are more likely to see how

they can apply what they learned back on the job.

A tailor-made program can be prepared and organized by an enterprise

using its own training resources, particularly if line and staff managers are

able and prepared to act as trainers. Many companies, however, want to

enhance their internal experience by external inputs from management

institutions. More and more programs of this type are being designed as joint

ventures between one or a group of companies and a management school or

center. In some centers, such programs account for 40-50 percent of the total

volume of their training activity.
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Campaign-type, Action-oriented Programs

A campaign-type, action-oriented program is one that makes a special

effort over a defined period of time to tackle a significant practical

problem, mobilizing fairly large management teams and, as a rule, requiring

considerable resources. The interventions have to be extended long enough for

bottom-line results to become visible or striking.

A good example of a campaign is the "training-through-consultancy"

program that the National Productivity Centre (NPC) of Ethiopia 27/ has been

using since 1979 to help scores of manufacturing companies solve maintenance

problems. The program has several features that can be adopted elsewhere. It

was developed in response to a precise request from the Minister of Industry,

who was keen to increase production, reduce down-time and scrapping, and

improve product quality in several dozen factories. In responding to this

mandate, NPC realized that it lacked sufficient consultants to keep up with

growing problems in the factories. Also, they found managers hesitant and

uncommitted to implementing their recommendations. NPC decided to increase

the number and capability of consultant-managers from within the companies.

The program starts with short seminars for top managers and

policymakers, during which hundreds of maintenance problems are aired. Then

top managers nominate maintenance managers from within the companies to

participate in long courses on solving maintenance problems. After a few

weeks of studying cases and improving their problem-solving skills,

maintenance managers form closely supervised teams to undertake team

consultancy assignments. The course leaders take care not to lecture too

much. Participants are encouraged to request information when they need it to

solve a problem. Certificates of completion (not attendance!) are awarded to

members of the teams when their recommendations are "signed off" by plant
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management. Then the participants carry out individual consultancy

assignments in their own factories in collaboration with a "vertical slice" of

their own companies, that is, with managers and operators at each level in

each company who have already received training in maintenance and are

prepared to work in teams to solve problems.

NPC documents and closely monitors implementation of recommendations

in the plants. It produces "'emulation" tables and guidelines to show managers

which plants are best at improving maintenance. These factories serve as

models from which managers from other plants can learn. At the certificate

award ceremonies, the best consulting teams describe their accomplishments to

the Minister of Industry, and the best plant managers describe how they have

implemented improvements.

Thus, NPC's role is balanced between training, consulting, coaching,

and monitoring implementation cf recommendations. Rather than just evaluate

the program at its end, NPC uses continuous evaluation to adjust and improve

the program as it expands. Evaluation has documented savings of at least

eight times the cost of the program, in which more than 1,000 people received

training and 20 maintenance management consultants were certified. NPC finds

that managers' attitudes towards maintenance have changed. Cooperation

between production and maintenance departments in most plants is better.

Down-time has been reduced between 7 and 15 percent; record keeping and plant

layouts are better. In 1982, four among the participating enterprises

documented annual savings of more than $1.2 million from increased production,

prolonged machine life, increased numbers of spare parts produced locally, and

reduced rejection of production. In the same year, NPC expanded the program

to 143 factories. NPC finds it needs not claim credit for these achievements;

corporation execut'ives and ministry officials willingly share the credit for
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these improvements with NPC. This same program design is now being adapted

and replicated in Ethiopia to other pinpointed priority problems, such as

production management, quality assurance, product development, and customer

service.

Business Clinics

This approach combines some elements of top management action

planning described in section 3.1 with a campaign approach. Instead of

working only with top management teams from different types of enterprises, it

is used with groups of senior managers of enterprises in the same industry

(transport, insurance, and so on); and rather than focusing on one type of

pinpointed improvement (such as maintenance management), it focuses on overall

improvement by training the managers to analyze many performance indicators in

sessions called "business clinics" based on "interfirm comparison."

In the Philippines, for example, the ILO recently started providing

advisory services to owners and operators of bus and truck companies to help

them reduce their operating costs. The heart of this service, the business

clinic, is held monthly for the managers of transport companies facing similar

problems. The leader of each business clinic is a consultant trained by an

ILO/DANIDA regional project to use programable calculators to compute

technical and financial performance ratios, such as "tyre cost per thousand

kilometres," or "fuel cost per thousand kilometres", for each participating

firm.

To participate, a company must agree to provide the consultant with

the data necesssary to compute the ratios. Prior to the clinic, each company

receives a report showing its ratios and comparisons with typical companies in

the group. During the clinic, the managers compare their ratios and exchange

suggestions about how to improve their ratios. Some companies, for example,
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decided to expand driver training to reduce the cost of fuel and tyres; they

formed a group to buy tyres in quantity. One company that was initially at

the bottom in terms of performaLnce ratios started an efficiency campaign and,

within a month, had moved up among the best-managed companies.

Interfirm comparison can be converted to intrafirm comparison and

used to develop the management skills in large organizations that provide

homogenous services, such as public utilities. In 1980, the Centre for

Management Development (CMD) in Nigeria set up such a management development

system for the Nigerian Electricity Power Authority (NEPA). CMD consultants

collected financial and operating data for the nineteen state districts

throughout Nigeria to which NEPA provides electric power. These data,

processed by computer, were converted into a pyramid of comparable performance

indicators, mostly ratios. Then an action-planning workshop was held, similar

to the PIP workshops described earlier, during which the management teams

compared performance ratios, exchanged ideas on how to improve performance,

and prepared action plans to improve selected ratios. The response of the

managers was enthusiastic: they claimed they had gained significant insight

into how to improve the management of their districts.

Management institutions that accept the premise that managers learn

best from each other are ideally placed to organize business-clinic services

based on -interfirm comparisons. Because the results of the business-clinic

style of interventions can be measured in terms of changes in "bottom line"

performance indicators, the enterprises are in a good position to share credit

for improved performance with management institutions that help organize such

business clinics. Consequently, there is a trend among management development

professionals to package business-clinic approaches, and we can expect to see

them used more in the future. But this approach works only under certain
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conditions. Since the participating managers share and compare performance

indicators on the basis of their own organizations' operating figures, they

must be willing to open their books at least to the consultants who organize

the service. Cultures in which managers are naturally secretive are poor

places to demonstrate this approach, as are sectors where trade secrets are

the basis for competition for the same market. In contrast, medium and large

farmers, small and medium retailers and transporters, and public utilities

appear to be ideal candidates.

Modular Approach to Management Training

The preceding examples have demonstrated approaches that achieve

results at different levels--from participant response through on-the-job

application to the bottom line--and therefore they deserve to be packaged to

enhance their chances aLnd reduce the cost of their being more widely applied.

Modular packaging is the principal way to reduce the cost of

customizing training and consulting to fit the needs of particular industries

or firms. By using modular programs, trainers need develop fewer materials

from scratch. Furthermore, many recent modular packages produced for

developing countries are based on the latest validated methodologies about how

adults learn. 28/ Existing training institutions, by contrast, are often

locked into using outdated materials and methods that rely heavily on

lecturing and certificate-granting, which rarely translate into on-the-job

improvements. Thus the modular packages can considerably improve the quality

of the programs of many institutions.

The ILO Management Development Programme published its first major

modular program in 1981 as the "Modular programme for supervisory

development." The modules are grouped under four headings: Introduction

(2 modules); Supervisory techniques (11 modules); The main supervisory areas
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(8 modules); and Supervising people (13 modules). They include a learning

text for the trainee, detailed guidelines for trainers, case studies,

practical exercises, questions for discussions, suggestions for reading, and

action guidelines. The production of this package was preceded by a study of

more than 100 supervisory training programs from industrialized and developing

countries that reflected the practical training experience available

throughout the world, and it was discussed with leading trainers in industry

and training institutions. The program is already being used in several

different ways to train supervisory development trainers and to tailor

programs for sectors and companies. Some organizations find it useful also

for middle management training. Several regional and national workshops for

trainers have been organized to help in using the package and adapting it to

local needs. Formal evaluation is now underway.

The "Matefials and techniques for co-operative management training"

(MATCOM) now consist of six integrated training packages based on the well-

researched training needs of managers of producer or marketing cooperatives.

The draft packages were extensively field tested and the test results used to

produce general packages, which were printed and distributed to national

training institutions, particularly to cooperative training centers. Local

adaptation is encouraged, and at least part of the materials now exist in

fourteen languages. The materials describe what the trainees should do,

session by session. Nineteen self-study booklets have been produced. To

emphasize on-the-job application, the materials include "action commitment"

sections to encourage trainees to plan solutions to certain problems they face

at work. In consultation with other trainees and the trainer, each trainee

works out a detailed plan to which he is committed. So far, more than 80

pilot training exercises have been run, more than 300 trainers trained, and
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more than 1,000 staff and managers have attended courses using the modular

package.

Thus far, impact evaluations have been carried out in six

countries. A sample of 100 managers completed post-course questionnaires. Of

these, two-thirds stated that their performance had improved as a result of

the training, and most respondents were able to cite examples of how the

program had helped them to reduce costs or improve service. The evaluation

uncovered problems typical of modular packages. They tend to be little used

and to sit on shelves unless provision is made for changing the aims and

philosophy of the training institutions. Established curricula and a bias

toward the lecture method limit their use and adaptation. Lecturers in

established training institutions rarely have practical experience; they treat

management in the only way they know--as a theory. Lecturers are evaluated on

classroom performance, not on on-the-job applications. Although the MATCOM

materials encourage action commitment, few co-operative training institutions

have the time, budget allocations, or procedures to do necessary follow up.

Thus, the production of modular materials is only an early step in reforming

management development. Pilot results must be demonstrated with the clients

and mutual accountability between clients and institutions gradually built up

to turn "teaching factories" based on tutor-directed, child-oriented

methodologies, into true management development institutions.

In contrast to MATCOM, the "Modules for the training of supervisors

for labor-based road construction and maintenance" are based on the principle

that successful development programs (for example, Kenya's Rural Roads

Program, or the Philippines Rice Self-sufficiency Program), are almost always

the result of the adaptation of locally appropriate technology and

management. Successful programs seem to grow only from well-tested pilot
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projects. This package is part of a training and advisory system that

responds to a priority need: countries are unable to construct and maintain

rural road networks within available budgets when they use the conventional

technologies and administrative structure. Thus, the content of the road

supervisory training modules is based largely on materials from successful,

long-running, labor-based road projects in Kenya, the Philippines, and

elsewhere. The modular format, however, encourages adaptation to local

conditions; it contains specific instructions for trainer and trainee-

supervisor alike. It is designed to be delivered through trainee-selection

systems similar to those in the few successful rural road programs. When

adapted, it offers a means of transferring technology and administration from

one country to another. Preliminary evaluations show that the package works

well with little modification in countries where road construction supervisors

are somewhat literate. Different training approaches may be required where

literacy rates are low.

Manager Self-development

It could be argued that any management development is mainly self-

development: after all, it is the trainee who decides in the end whether he

will learn, retain, and use what is made available to him in various forms

through training programs. Manager self-development approaches emphasize this

feature so that the main decisions concerning what to learn, how, at what

pace, in cooperation with whom, and so on are more in the hands of the manager

himself. Self-development may in fact be a misleading term, conjuring up as

it does the image of an individual burning the midnight oil with self-

improvement books and correspondence courses. To make this type of training

work, organizations and management institutions have to set up favorable
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learning situations and help managers by preparing and distributing good

training materials.

Self-development approaches deserve particular attention in the

developing regions, where they can reduce the cost of management training, and

can help people realize that everyone should feel responsible for his own

development and that no manager should wait passively to be developed by

somebody else. It is particularly difficult to develop these new attitudes to

learning in countries where traditional cultures and bureaucratic structures

may discourage dynamism and personal initiative.

A wide variety of self-development methods and materials are

emerging, often in combination with traditional, teacher-centered training

programs. Some examples are found in a number of public and private

enterprises and in local government in the United Kingdom, where managers have

established self-development groups in which they (1) learn and practi,e

individual self-development techniques; (2) learn to look at themselves and

their personal problems and improvement prospects; and (3) work on real work

and life issues and exchange experience. Such approaches are being adopted in

developing countries as well. The Mananga Agricultural Management Centre in

Swaziland, which caters to agricultural managers from a score of countries,

starts each long course with self-assessment instruments. Having assessed his

own development priorities, each participant is guided through a set of

courses, projects, and readings adapted to his individual needs.

"Instructor-free training" (IFT) is an example of a training system

based on self-development principles and suited to creating behavioral change

in a group by putting both the content and the motivating methodology into the

system. It has been validated by companies, such as Xerox and Standard Bank,

in Europe as well as in Africa. IFT uses a combination of video-cassette,
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workbook, and leader's guide. The leader is usually a member of a natural

work group who is responsible for keeping the group moving along. Typical IFT

programs concentrate on how to improve meetings, define jobs, set targets, and

appraise personal performance. Each program has up to four sessions, and

lasts about fifteen hours, depending on the progress of the group. A program

starts with a filmed example of a poorly managed common situation; the group

then analyzes the situation and discusses how the situation could be

improved. Then they watch a filmed reenactment of the situation that points

out the skills and principles to use in improving the situation. The group

progresses through sessions in which they practise the skills and plan how

they will apply them on the job. By means of the natural work groups, an IFT

program can rely on peer pressure to reinforce the use of the skills. By

combining the training into se:Lf-contained packages, IFT can reduce the

classroom demand on skilled trainers, freeing them to work on needs analysis,

planning, evaluation, and coaching.

"Action learning" is a popular method of manager self-development in

many industrialized and developing countries but is not yet practiced on a

large scale. In most cases, the manager undertakes a special project,

individually or in a small group, to work on specific problems in his

organization. Managers from different organizations may cooperate in defining

these problems and exchanging experience on the solutions that are proposed,

as well as on the best way to imaplement them.

In N[geria, manager self-development methods are used in training

programs for senior and middle managers organized by the Borno and Kano state

governments. Eight programs, lasting twelve weeks and involving twenty-five

participants each, have been organized over the past three years. Each

program starts with a short introductory period using mainly traditional
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methods. In the third week, self-development techniques are used almost

exclusively. Its main features are: (1) abstract theory and lecturing are

minimized; (2) a great deal of work is done in pairs and small groups

addressing real-life problems faced by the participants and their

organizations; (3) participants receive specific instruction on how to learn,

develop, and apply various self-diagnosis and self-improvement techniques; (4)

self-diagnostic material is used and supplemented by advice and coaching when

necessary; (5) two weeks are devoted to team work on a complex problem

concerning several organizations, and conclusions are presented to a panel of

high-level government officials.

The behavioral change and the practical results achieved are

evaluated six to twelve months after the completion of the program, mainly

through an interview with the participants' chiefs. The program had a

positive effect on the self-confidence of individuals--their ability to

communicate with others, speak in public, make decisions, and critically

evaluate experience. From the point of view of the organization, improvements

have been found in understanding and handling more complex problems involving

several departments. Several problems, which in the past would have been

tackled in a bureaucratic way (by merely reporting to higher authority) were

resolved by the direct collaboration of individuals from several departments.

A great advantage of these and other self-development approaches is

that they do not separate the manager's work life and work problems from his

whole life, including family and social life. Nevertheless, productive self-

development requires excellent preparation and, although trainers may not be

directly involved, they have to prepare high quality self-development

materials and may have to be available for broad guidance, advice, and

coaching.
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Electronics and Management Development

The impact, both potential and actual, of electronics on management

development is tremendous. Developing countries with a stable supply of

electricity and reasonable maintenance and repair services can gain great

advantages. Furthermore, the recent explosive growth in the market for

micro and minicomputers in industrialized countries has opened new

possibilities. Although the value of installed computers in most developing

countries has not increased much since 1980, the number of small computers,

and hence the number of people who have access to them, has increased

severalfold. Because electronic technology affects most functions of

enterprise management--production, marketing, distribution, research, finance,

and accounting--the technological changes should be seen from three

interacting viewpoints: the impact of electronics on management development,

its impact on how managers manage, and the problems of managing and

effectively utilizing the electronic resources themselves.

Electronics is revolutionizing the functions of management

development: training, consulting, and research. Electronic aids, such as

computers, videotapes, and videodiscs, can significantly improve both the way

the training content is delivered and how the training process is monitored

and controlled. The early advocaters of computer-assisted instruction (CAI)

saw computers as delivering instruction. The great tide of CAI enthusiasm,

which crested in the 1970s, has subsided and left behind a few puddles of

scattered devotees; but now the arrival of smaller, cheaper machines has

engendered a CAI revival. In the meantime, however, we have learned much more

about how adults learn and how to help them apply what they have learned; so

we can better avoid the mistakes of the CAI movement.
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Most of the problem stemmed from the misguided use of electronics;

for example, most CAI applications concentrated on using computers to

instruct, thus turning them into very expensive page turners. The training

community has now learned that computer technology cannot effectively replace

all the trainer's traditional functions. A typical effective computer-based.

teaching-learning package is designed so that the learner reads some text from

a manual and then is instructed to go to a machine to do some exercises that

help him apply what he has learned and build skill in applying it. Each

exercise takes from 15 to 45 minutes to work. In this way, the computer

becomes a tool for individualizing instruction, permitting students to work at

their own pace, and often at their own work site.

Not only are microcomputers becoming far more accessible in

developing countries, but since they cannot be divorced from video equipment,

they also hold the promise of making some forms of management training much

less costly and more effective. Learning packages are now appearing that

combine workbooks, textLbooks, videotape or disk, instructors' guides, and

evaluation systems that have significant advantages over traditional

courseware. The workbooks contain the instructions to guide the trainee

through a series of practical tasks, experiments, and exercises through which

he discovers the essence of what he is expected to learn. The instructors'

guide provides technical background to answer questions raised by the trainees

(model answers, supplementary explanations) as well as practical advice on how

to conduct the course. Such courseware is often superior to the more common

teacher-centered courseware because learners are better able to study at their

own pace and their interest is more likely to be kept alive than when the

teacher is the sole dispenser of knowledge. Also, since the information, the

incentives, and the evaluation scheme are embodied in the materials, the role
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of instructors is changed from that of experts to that of advisers, whose

function is to keep learners progressing.

Instruction is not synonymous with training, however. Indeed, the

most effective management training is not at all comparable to instruction in

a discipline such as medicine or engineering. Research indicates that

computers are best at improving the effectiveness of an already good training

package, especially on topics where managers must be numerate in order to

solve problems and allocate resources. In these topics, trainees are

instructed through texts (often programmed), video-based cases, and lectures,

and then use a computer-based exercise to consolidate their skill.

Through the use of games and simulations, for example, branch

managers in many international companies are trained to spend their allotted

budgets so as to produce the best return. In some programs, the managers read

a special text on advertising and are then divided into teams to play an

advertising management game. Each team is given a description of a branch

office and its potential market, an economic forecast, and a.marketing

budget. Each team prepares a quarterly plan and gives it to the trainer, who

may use a computer program to evaluate it. The teams may also type their plan

on the computer and get their results on the terminal screens. They receive

reports showing the volume of business they have obtained in the quarter. The

teams repeat this cycle for several simulated quarters. Their objective is to

make decisions to sell the most volume across all product lines by the end of

the "year." Without computer support such training games are often unwieldy

and time consuming to play and evaluate; the important element of making

decisions under time pressure is often lost when the consequences of team

decisions must be computed manually. Furthermore, complex calculations may be
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necessary to make the exercise sufficiently realistic to be relevant to the

job.

The ILO Management Development Program has developed packages on

finance and accounting for managers of water and other public utilities. The

packages use microcomputer-based simulations to complement quizzes, case

studies, lecture notes, and exercises. At the same time, the packages are not

dependent on the availability of a computer, and they can be used effectively

where computers are not available. When a computer is available and used

properly in a training situation, however, the package is likely to be more

effective than without a computer. These packages are based on the concept of

self-development, which was discussed earlier.

Computer technology for offices and factories is best taught by means

of computer-based course software, for here the "medium" and the "message" are

closely linked. Computer-based simulations and games are also useful for

teaching some aspects of production management, project management, finance

and accounting, distribution management, and so forth, because the computer

can quickly demonstrate the consequences of decisions based on certain

techniques.

But computer-based courseware is expensive to produce: it takes 50 to

100 hours to develop one hour of presentation time, compared with the 20 to 30

hours of development work required per hour of course time in good

conventional courses. Such development costs are easiest to justify in

institutions and organizations that have to train thousands of students; where

content is standardized and highly specialized (so that few qualified teachers

are available); where there is a high turnover of trainers and there are many

remote sites (with proper facilities), so that it makes more sense to bring

the training materials to the trainees than vice versa. With the falling cost
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of microprocessor technology, such packages are likely to become ever more

accessible to developing countries.

Not only can computer--based training software (courseware) represent

large investments, but also those investments often result in small benefits

when the assumptions on which the courseware was produced fail to

materialize. Of particular importance are assumptions about how managers

learn best, especially when they come from different cultural backgrounds and

have different educational experiences. Mlost young Third World managers are

still people who have learned largely by rote, not by discovery, while older

managers generally suffer from inadequate academic backgrounds and have little

interest in reading. They share with many managers from industrialized

countries a fear of terminals and keyboards. Thus most packages, to be

successful, must include time for and material on "learning how to learn."

For example, packages that require managers to enter their decisions on a

terminal keyboard should includie preparatory exercises to help the managers

learn their way around the keyboard.

Where computers are concerned, most of ILO's management development

effort in the past fifteen years has been in helping managers make proper use

of computers. In most developing countries, computers represent significant

investments that one tries to use wisely. The analysis usually starts with

the recognition that less than, say, 20 percent of the computer capacity in a

country is used and,that most of the applications are designed to save

clerical labor (payroll, accounting, statistics, and so on), while there is

high unemployment and a great need to make better use of scarce capital (for

example, in transport scheduling or inventory control). Many argue that

existing computers are poorly utilized because too few managers understand

their potential (hence the need for appreciation courses for managers), and
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that there are too few systems analysts and programmers (hence the need for

courses to train these professionals). On the basis of this type of analysis,

ILO has assisted in establishing a score of national centers in countries as

diverse as Iraq, Israel, Romania, Sri Lanka, and Tunisia. These efforts have

suffered from various problems, including noncompetitive salary scales for

experienced systems analysts and insufficient motivation for maximum

utilization of expensive equipment.

One of the interesting attempts to overcome these problems was

started in 1978 at the National Institute of Business Management (NIBM) of Sri

Lanka in setting up a computer-based reporting system for managers of twenty

public enterprises. 29/ The system that NIBM set up was based on the then

existing system by which the corporations reported to their supervising

ministry about their operations (production, sales, absenteeism, cash flow,

and the like). Such systems, used by most ministries, share certain problems:

corporations find the reports burdensome to prepare, and they generally report

late, incompletely, or not at all; similarly, ministry staff often find it too

difficult to compile useful information from what the corporations submit.

NIBM designed a computer system to reduce these problems and then

trained staff from interested corporations and the ministry to use it. The

system was conceived to increase the accuracy and reduce the burden of

preparing the input data for the ministry, to spot problems, and to make

better decisions. Some corporation managers adopted the new system with

enthusiasm, but others did not. So far, there is little evidence that it has

brought about substantial improvements in corporate performance. There is

ample evidence, however, to show that the training being provided is helping

many young people become qualified in the computer field and find rewarding

employment.
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Trends in the Development of Entrepreneurship

As emphasised in Part II, entrepreneurship is key to development. It

is important to see what is being done, and what can be done better, to

stimulate entrepreneirship in developing countries, particularly through the

creation and sustenance of small and medium enterprises and also the

maintenance and enhancement of entrepreneurial attitudes and behavior in

society at large.

Reputedly, one of the most successful programs in the developing

world is the Entrepreneurship Development Programme (EDP) of the Gujarat State

in India. 30/ Started in 1969 to provide capable entrepreneurs with financial

backing, the program has expandled to over 70 centers and encompasses most of

the components of entrepreneurship support: entrepreneurship selection,

training, project identification, assistance in securing finance,

infrastructure and related services, and progress evaluation. The program

claims to have trained more than 4,000 entrepreneurs, who have started more

than 1,500 factories. Untrained entrepreneurs failed seven times as

frequently as the ones it trained (21.4 percent as against 3.57 percent); the

trained ones were more often profitable (76 percent as against 57 percent) and

the bigger their enterprises, the higher their return on investment. Although

the program costs about US$150 to train each person, much of the cost is

subsidised, so a trainee pays only a token fee.

Each person who enters the EDP is screened by tests and interviews to

ensure that he possesses traits associated with successful entrepreneurship.

This testing is based on McClel]Land's theories of achievement motivation.

People who demonstrate these traits and have some commercial or industrial

experience are likely to be accepted. Those with industrial experience are

offered an evening program lasting ninety days, while those without such
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experience, for example, recent graduates and the educated unemployed, attend

a six-month full-time course.

Each program has four main topical areas: achievement motivation,

product selection and project development, business management, and practical

work experience. First the trainees spend five days on achievement

motivation; here the program attempts to increase the trainee's capacity to

take initiative, his desire to achieve results, and his ability to define

realistic goals. Then, the program moves on parallel tracks where the trainee

investigates a viable industrial opportunity while learning the techniques of

management. Trainees talk with many people who have industrial and commercial

experience to find commercial opportunities and then produce reports covering

product-line, market mix, and commercial feasibility. The business management

syllabus, which is covered while the trainees search for business

opportunities, includes all important aspects of managing and developing a

small and medium business enterprise.

Whereas the Gujarat program emphasizes individual entrepreneurs, who

can employ on the average five workers, other recent programs emphasize group

projects that may stand a better change of creating viable new enterprises.

Many of these are associated with large companies in industrialized countries,

where technological change and industrial restructuring have put many people

with industrial skills out of work at the same time that there is a need to

create a whole new generation of enterprises.

Rank Xerox, a multinational in the office equipment sector, has been

reducing its staff for several years. Rather than just abandoning redundant

employees, Rank Xerox offers to help them set up their own businesses. 31/ A

few, whose services are especially vital, become contractors or consultants to

Xerox. The company's support to its ex-employees-cum-entrepreneurs has
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evolved ad hoc. It offered courses on starting businesses to the 120 or so

employees who wanted them. Many of the new entrepreneurs who attended the

courses formed an association to exchange information on business methods,

goods and services, and price advantages on volume purchasing. Many of the

people, knowing Xerox's needs, sell their products and services to their old

employer. Xerox, in turn, has set up a business support center to provide

services small businesses cannot afford alone--such as conference rooms,

desks, photocopiers, and communication equipment.

The Xerox example illustrates a combination of trends, more highly

developed in some societies, only just appearing in others. For example,

industrial subcontracting is highly developed in Japan. Companies like Honda

and Sony have several hundred thousand small suppliers of components to whom

they provide support and consultancy services. Rather than simply purchase

what suppliers offer, these companies have teams that advise suppliers on how

to improve quality, cut costs, and stay competitive with their other

suppliers. 32/ One is struck by the similarity between this service and the

management and training services; that LWUA in the Philippines provides to its

clients, the local water authorities.

Rationally designed business start-up services are rare. One of the

most interesting is a new entrepreneurship program that started in late 1982

in the United Kingdom. There, participants are selected from large businesses

that are reducing their employment, as in the Xerox case. Proto-entrepreneurs

are screened, as in the Gujarat model, but are treated as proto-teams, not

individual entrepreneurs, and the training is physical, with less emphasis on

report writing. Early in the program the teams are given real tasks--for

example, to produce a mailing or to assemble a product. Wherever possible,

"labor" is brought in and the teams' task is to organize it to produce the
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work. Afterwards, they discuss how they organize to get the job done. Then,

the teams are presented with product ideas and taught how to research their

market, contact financing agencies, and create a business entity. Early

reports indicate that the businesses created by this process quickly grow to

employ twenty to forty people. The main problem the organizers are

encountering in this program, however, is that proto-entrepreneurs rarely

trust each other; thus it is difficult to create these team-based enterprises.

The speed with which the new enterprises take off is sometimes

surprising. In 1981, the Australian government asked several universities

there to help create export-oriented companies. Applicants were screened and

the courses started with product ideas--inventions--that researchers had come

up with but had not yet commercialized, such as sheepskin shoes and articifial

insemination for sheep. The participants formed teams and went through a

"simulated" process of investigating their market, obtaining finance, and

setting up a company. The leaders of one such university program were shocked

to find that their program was not a simulation; within three weeks the shoe

team had export orders for 40,000 pairs of shoes.

To assist in developing entrepreneurship and improving the

performance of small firms in the construction sector of African countries,

the ILO has organized ithe drafting of "Guidelines for the development of

small-scale contractors." 33/ This was preceded by country studies of various

models for supporting small African contractors. 34/

In Kenya, for example, a National Construction Company (now a

parastatal corporation) was set up in 1967 to assist African contractors by

providing credit facilities, advisory services, and training. It was also to

help contractors obtain work, especially in the public sector. By 1978-79,

NCC was giving loans to 53 African contractors, whereas when the NCC started,
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very few African contractors existed. In Swaziland, the Small Enterprise

Development Company (SEDCO) created in 1970 had similar objectives to those of

NCC, except that they embraced all types of small-scale industries, not just

construction. The extension of SEDCO's training, advisory, and loan services

to the construction industry arose in response to the initiative of a few

Swazi contractors. In 1980-81, assistance was given on contract with seven

times the amount of the loan fund, which then stood at approximately

US$434,000. In Botswana, the Botswana Enterprise Development Unit (BEDU) was

created in 1974. Although similar in principle to SEDCO, it never possessed

the autonomy of a corporation, but has always.been a line department of the

Ministry of Commerce and Industry. It has provided advisory and training

services to contractors, but because it is a government department, its

financial help has been much more restricted than that of NCC or SEDCO. The

Ghana Bank for Housing and Construction (GBHC) started operations in 1973 with

the objective of financing and implementing housing and civil engineering

schemes of all kinds. Coupled with this financial objective, however, the

Bank was required to develop and promote efficiency in the construction

industry generally. The GBHC has been more successful in achieving its

financial objective then in improving contractor efficiency.

The country studies and the draft guidelines were submitted to a

collective review by representatives of the contractors, as well as of banks,

ministries of construction or public works, employers' organizations, and

other interested parties form a number of African countries. The resulting

guidelines therefore reflect collective experience and wisdom. A systems

approach is their prominent feature. They include a wide range of suggestions

concerning the revision of the total system in which small contractors are

supposed to operate and make their enterprises grow. This includes policies
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to improve access to work, improve the business environment, provide training

and technical advice that is likely to lead to action, organize small

contractors' associations, and make development agencies that support small

contractors more productive.

As for educating youth in entrepreurship, a promising approach is to

link vocational training with some entrepreneurial training. This can be done

through various types of programs, depending on the profiles of the

participants and the real opportunities for starting a business after students

have completed a vocational training program. The ILO is actively

experimenting in this area. In Malawi, such a program has been introduced at

the National Institute for Vocational, Managerial and Entrepreneurial

Training. Participants are selected, through an elaborate process, from rural

village communities. Two programs are expected to be operational in the long

run. One addresses former graduates who have demonstrated their technical

skills (for example, by working for a boss for a number of years) and who

would like to start their own small business. The school would provide a

package of entrepreneurial and managerial training, including actual start-up

assistance and follow-up counselling. Another one would prepare carefully

selected people (not necesssarily young or with formal education) from

villages for a particular trade and provide them with an entire package of

training in technical, managerial, and entrepreneurial skills. It is too

early to judge whether this experiment (or others that are being started

elsewhere) will work. However, there is a great need and justification for a

much wider exploration and repetition of this sort of experiment.

To help trainers and school teachers in this sort of effort, an

experimental teaching material entitled "Understanding self-employment as a

career" 35/ has been produced for the developing countries and is being tested
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by ILO. There are similar prog;rams in industrially advanced countries. In

Switzerland, for example, the Holderbank has a program in basic business

economics called "Business in action." 36/ A group of Swiss firms

periodically organize one-week seminars on business for teacher training

colleges and for secondary schools. In this program, teachers are replaced by

experienced practicing managers and a computerized business game plays a

central role. The Holderbank is using these programs to help associate firms

in developing countries to educate staff in basic business ideas and

principles. However, the opportunities for adapting them to the needs and

cultural environments of various developing countries and for using them in

schools and colleges should be pursued much more vigorously then they have

been hitherto.

Recent research on the state of the art in entrepreneurship

development 37/ leads to three tentative conclusions. First, it is diffcult

to distinguish the successful from the unsuccessful entrepreneurship

development programs. Very few of them monitor the success of their own

efforts (in terms of sales or profitabilty of their clients) and those that

are successful are often more interested in doing a good job in their

community than in publicizing their efforts internationally. Furthermore, the

characteristics of successful programs are hard to quantify: they are usually

described as flexible, inspired, and having committed, dedicated staff with

good local contacts--all characteristics more likely to be found in many

public agencies.

Second, the programs, successful and unsuccessful alike, focus on

selecting their clients: they are continually seeking cheap and valid

selection devices (such as asking a candidate to "sell me this pencil") but

most often end up using complex and questionable selection aids. Selection is
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vital bcause few people are entrepreneurs and the limited services of good

programs must concentrate on those few who are most likely to be able to

employ other people.

Third, all programs have difficulty deciding what they should do to

help and how to organize that help. Many of the better programs concentrate

on inspiring (through aLchievement motivation, for example) and on helping

entrepreneurs deal with their environment (the government, banks, customers,

and suppliers) and take advantage of support services. Such programs try, in

particular, to make the environment more supportive of entrepreneurship.

Generally, much more can be accomplished by removing barriers (most start-ups

get stopped trying to deal with the bureaucracy) than by teaching people how

to deal with unnecessary barriers. The main difficulty in organizing services

is one of "batching": businessmen have little inclination or time to sit in

classrooms; yet it is very expensive to squander efforts by providing one-on-

one services to thousands of individuals. Therefore, emphasis is often placed

on self-development materials and business clinics.

How to Make the Effective Approaches More Common

This part of the paper has provided examples of the best that we

could find in management development in developing countries. Although there

is much here to encourage us, we must admit that the best is all too rare--the

exception to the rule. How can we make the best today more common tomorrow?

First, we must always try to view management development as an

intervention system, the impact of which can be evaluated because no system

can evolve for the better without aiming for goals and without attempting to

measure progress toward those goals. True, evaluation is inexact and

difficult, but that is not a valid excuse for omitting it. As we have shown,

there are different levels of evaluation and each has its place, depending on
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the type of the intervention. The critical problem today is that more than 90

percent of management development in the Third World is evaluated only in

terms of participant time. It is important to move the higher levels of

evaluation, and to emphasize performance improvement in client organizations

as the ultimate result. This goal will provide incentives for management

development professionals to acquire and use the more powerful tools at

hand. An useful way to raise the expectations of clients is to publicize

successes so that clients will become more aware of what is possible.

Second, clients with higher expectations must be willing to become

partners in a difficult and often painful struggle. Less than 20 percent of

public agencies and enterprises have budgets for management development.

Publicity showing that management development pays dividends must also

stipulate that it costs money. Having invested in manager development, many

organizations will find that their people have become more valuable to

others. Thus, they will have to solve many problems they were content to

ignore before. Many will have to develop training policies alongside new,

more appropriate career structures, merit systems, and fair performance

evaluations.

Third, management institutions keen to foster more effective

approaches and techniques may require help. Information must be circulated on

what works and what does not; this information has to go beyond mere

descriptions and must explain the causes of success or failure. For example,

a great many workshops on training and for trainers are organized every year

by different agencies. Yet workshops focusing on a critical assessment and

popularization of new creative approaches to staff development are virually

nonexistent. In some cases, a mere sharing of information may not be

enough. Trainers from institutions as well as in-plant trainers in the public
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and private sectors may need more opportunities to practice approaches and

techniques new to them, to become convinced about their advantages, and to

become confident in using them. The international community can provide a

great deal of help in this respect.

All in all, there is a great need to revitalize management education

and training in developing countries and to make sure that this effort really

addresses the priority problems of the practitioners. Courses that are run

just for their own sake should not be encouraged. The determination to do

things more effectively at institutions and in the public and private

organizations served by these institutions will be the key factor in bringing

about such a revitalization.
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